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A A A A literary movement that starliterary movement that starliterary movement that starliterary movement that started in the late 1920s and 1930s and originated in ted in the late 1920s and 1930s and originated in ted in the late 1920s and 1930s and originated in ted in the late 1920s and 1930s and originated in reaction reaction reaction reaction 

totototo    traditional criticism that new traditional criticism that new traditional criticism that new traditional criticism that new critics saw as largely concecritics saw as largely concecritics saw as largely concecritics saw as largely concerned with matters extraneous rned with matters extraneous rned with matters extraneous rned with matters extraneous 

to to to to the text, examplethe text, examplethe text, examplethe text, example, with the biogra, with the biogra, with the biogra, with the biography or psychology of the author phy or psychology of the author phy or psychology of the author phy or psychology of the author or the woror the woror the woror the work's k's k's k's 

relationship to relationship to relationship to relationship to literary history. New Criticism literary history. New Criticism literary history. New Criticism literary history. New Criticism proposed that a work of literary art should proposed that a work of literary art should proposed that a work of literary art should proposed that a work of literary art should 

be regarded asbe regarded asbe regarded asbe regarded as    autonomous, and so shoulautonomous, and so shoulautonomous, and so shoulautonomous, and so should not be judged by reference to d not be judged by reference to d not be judged by reference to d not be judged by reference to considerations considerations considerations considerations 

beyond itself. Abeyond itself. Abeyond itself. Abeyond itself. A    poem consists less of a series poem consists less of a series poem consists less of a series poem consists less of a series of referential and verifiaof referential and verifiaof referential and verifiaof referential and verifiable stble stble stble statements atements atements atements 

about the 'real' world about the 'real' world about the 'real' world about the 'real' world beyond it, than of thebeyond it, than of thebeyond it, than of thebeyond it, than of the    presentation and sophisticated presentation and sophisticated presentation and sophisticated presentation and sophisticated organization organization organization organization 

of a set of complof a set of complof a set of complof a set of complex experiences in a verbal form ex experiences in a verbal form ex experiences in a verbal form ex experiences in a verbal form (Hawkes, pp. 150(Hawkes, pp. 150(Hawkes, pp. 150(Hawkes, pp. 150----151).151).151).151).    Major figures Major figures Major figures Major figures 

of New Criticism of New Criticism of New Criticism of New Criticism include I. A. Richards, T. S. Eliot, Cleanth include I. A. Richards, T. S. Eliot, Cleanth include I. A. Richards, T. S. Eliot, Cleanth include I. A. Richards, T. S. Eliot, Cleanth BroBroBroBrooks, David oks, David oks, David oks, David Daiches, William Daiches, William Daiches, William Daiches, William 

EmpEmpEmpEmpson, Murray Krieger, John Crowe son, Murray Krieger, John Crowe son, Murray Krieger, John Crowe son, Murray Krieger, John Crowe Ransom, Allen Tate, F. R.Ransom, Allen Tate, F. R.Ransom, Allen Tate, F. R.Ransom, Allen Tate, F. R.    Leavis, Robert Penn Leavis, Robert Penn Leavis, Robert Penn Leavis, Robert Penn 

Warren, W. Warren, W. Warren, W. Warren, W. K. Wimsatt, R. P. BlackK. Wimsatt, R. P. BlackK. Wimsatt, R. P. BlackK. Wimsatt, R. P. Blackmur, Rene Wellek, Ausin Warren, mur, Rene Wellek, Ausin Warren, mur, Rene Wellek, Ausin Warren, mur, Rene Wellek, Ausin Warren, and Ivor Winters.and Ivor Winters.and Ivor Winters.and Ivor Winters.    
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    ----    equating the meaning of a pequating the meaning of a pequating the meaning of a pequating the meaning of a poeoeoeoem with the author's intentions. m with the author's intentions. m with the author's intentions. m with the author's intentions. 

    ----    confusingconfusingconfusingconfusing    the meaning of a text with how the meaning of a text with how the meaning of a text with how the meaning of a text with how it makes the reader it makes the reader it makes the reader it makes the reader 

feel. A readerfeel. A readerfeel. A readerfeel. A reader's emotional response to a text generally does 's emotional response to a text generally does 's emotional response to a text generally does 's emotional response to a text generally does not pronot pronot pronot produce a reliable duce a reliable duce a reliable duce a reliable 

interpretation. interpretation. interpretation. interpretation.     

    ----    assumassumassumassuming that an interpretation of a ing that an interpretation of a ing that an interpretation of a ing that an interpretation of a literary work could literary work could literary work could literary work could 

cccconsist of a detailed summary or paraphrase.onsist of a detailed summary or paraphrase.onsist of a detailed summary or paraphrase.onsist of a detailed summary or paraphrase.    

    

    (from (from (from (from BrasslerBrasslerBrasslerBrassler    ----    see General Resources below) see General Resources below) see General Resources below) see General Resources below) ----    "a close and detailed "a close and detailed "a close and detailed "a close and detailed 

analysis of the text itself to arrive at ananalysis of the text itself to arrive at ananalysis of the text itself to arrive at ananalysis of the text itself to arrive at an    interpretation without interpretation without interpretation without interpretation without referrireferrireferrireferring to historical, ng to historical, ng to historical, ng to historical, 

authorial, or authorial, or authorial, or authorial, or cultural concerns" (263).cultural concerns" (263).cultural concerns" (263).cultural concerns" (263).    

    

A form of criticism based larA form of criticism based larA form of criticism based larA form of criticism based largely on the works of C. G. Jung gely on the works of C. G. Jung gely on the works of C. G. Jung gely on the works of C. G. Jung (YOONG) and Joseph (YOONG) and Joseph (YOONG) and Joseph (YOONG) and Joseph 

CCCCampbell (and myth itself). Some ampbell (and myth itself). Some ampbell (and myth itself). Some ampbell (and myth itself). Some of the school's major figureof the school's major figureof the school's major figureof the school's major figures include Robert Gras include Robert Gras include Robert Gras include Robert Graves, ves, ves, ves, 

Francis Fergusson, PhilFrancis Fergusson, PhilFrancis Fergusson, PhilFrancis Fergusson, Philip Wheelwright, Leslie Fiedler, ip Wheelwright, Leslie Fiedler, ip Wheelwright, Leslie Fiedler, ip Wheelwright, Leslie Fiedler, Northrop Frye, Maud BodkNorthrop Frye, Maud BodkNorthrop Frye, Maud BodkNorthrop Frye, Maud Bodkin, and G. in, and G. in, and G. in, and G. 

Wilson Knight. These Wilson Knight. These Wilson Knight. These Wilson Knight. These critics view the genres critics view the genres critics view the genres critics view the genres and individual plot patterns of and individual plot patterns of and individual plot patterns of and individual plot patterns of literature, literature, literature, literature, 

including highly sophisticated and realistic works,including highly sophisticated and realistic works,including highly sophisticated and realistic works,including highly sophisticated and realistic works,    as recurrences of ceas recurrences of ceas recurrences of ceas recurrences of certain rtain rtain rtain archetypes archetypes archetypes archetypes 

and essential mythic and essential mythic and essential mythic and essential mythic formulae. Archetypes, accformulae. Archetypes, accformulae. Archetypes, accformulae. Archetypes, according to Jung, are "primordial ording to Jung, are "primordial ording to Jung, are "primordial ording to Jung, are "primordial images"; images"; images"; images"; 

the "psychithe "psychithe "psychithe "psychic residue" of repeated types of c residue" of repeated types of c residue" of repeated types of c residue" of repeated types of experience in the lives of vexperience in the lives of vexperience in the lives of vexperience in the lives of very ancient ery ancient ery ancient ery ancient 

ancestors which are ancestors which are ancestors which are ancestors which are inherited in the "collectiveinherited in the "collectiveinherited in the "collectiveinherited in the "collective    unconscious" of the unconscious" of the unconscious" of the unconscious" of the human race human race human race human race and are and are and are and are 

expressed in mythsexpressed in mythsexpressed in mythsexpressed in myths, religion, dreams, and private , religion, dreams, and private , religion, dreams, and private , religion, dreams, and private fantasies, as well as in the workfantasies, as well as in the workfantasies, as well as in the workfantasies, as well as in the works of s of s of s of 

literature (Abrams, p. 10,literature (Abrams, p. 10,literature (Abrams, p. 10,literature (Abrams, p. 10,12). Some common exampl12). Some common exampl12). Some common exampl12). Some common examples of archetypes include water, es of archetypes include water, es of archetypes include water, es of archetypes include water, sun, sun, sun, sun, 

moon, colors, circles, the Great Mothemoon, colors, circles, the Great Mothemoon, colors, circles, the Great Mothemoon, colors, circles, the Great Mother, Wise Old Man, r, Wise Old Man, r, Wise Old Man, r, Wise Old Man, etc. In terms of archetypal etc. In terms of archetypal etc. In terms of archetypal etc. In terms of archetypal 

ccccriticism, the color white might riticism, the color white might riticism, the color white might riticism, the color white might be associated with innocencbe associated with innocencbe associated with innocencbe associated with innocence or could signify death or e or could signify death or e or could signify death or e or could signify death or 
the the the the supernatural.supernatural.supernatural.supernatural.    

    

    ----    feminine aspect feminine aspect feminine aspect feminine aspect ----    the inner feminine part of the the inner feminine part of the the inner feminine part of the the inner feminine part of the male personality or a man's male personality or a man's male personality or a man's male personality or a man's 

image ofimage ofimage ofimage of    a woman. Animus a woman. Animus a woman. Animus a woman. Animus ----    male aspect male aspect male aspect male aspect ----    an innan innan innan inner masculine part of the female er masculine part of the female er masculine part of the female er masculine part of the female 

personalipersonalipersonalipersonality or a woman's image of a man. ty or a woman's image of a man. ty or a woman's image of a man. ty or a woman's image of a man.     

    ----    (from Masaryk(from Masaryk(from Masaryk(from Masaryk    ----    see General Resources below) see General Resources below) see General Resources below) see General Resources below) "a typical or recurring "a typical or recurring "a typical or recurring "a typical or recurring 

image, character, narrativimage, character, narrativimage, character, narrativimage, character, narrative design,e design,e design,e design,    theme, or other literary ptheme, or other literary ptheme, or other literary ptheme, or other literary phenomenon that has been henomenon that has been henomenon that has been henomenon that has been 

inininin    literature from the beginningliterature from the beginningliterature from the beginningliterature from the beginning    and regularly reappears" (508) and regularly reappears" (508) and regularly reappears" (508) and regularly reappears" (508)     

    ----    Frye sees archFrye sees archFrye sees archFrye sees archetypes as recurring patterns in etypes as recurring patterns in etypes as recurring patterns in etypes as recurring patterns in literature: in contrast, Jliterature: in contrast, Jliterature: in contrast, Jliterature: in contrast, Jung views ung views ung views ung views 

archetypes as primal. archetypes as primal. archetypes as primal. archetypes as primal. Ancient images/experiAncient images/experiAncient images/experiAncient images/experience that we have inherited. ence that we have inherited. ence that we have inherited. ence that we have inherited.     

    ----    "a set of primal memories "a set of primal memories "a set of primal memories "a set of primal memories common to the human raccommon to the human raccommon to the human raccommon to the human race. e. e. e. 

Existing below each person's Existing below each person's Existing below each person's Existing below each person's conscious mind" (Jung) Peconscious mind" (Jung) Peconscious mind" (Jung) Peconscious mind" (Jung) Persona rsona rsona rsona ----    the image we present the image we present the image we present the image we present 

to the worldto the worldto the worldto the world....        

    ----    darker. Sometimesdarker. Sometimesdarker. Sometimesdarker. Sometimes    hidden (deliberately or hidden (deliberately or hidden (deliberately or hidden (deliberately or unconsciously), elements of a unconsciously), elements of a unconsciously), elements of a unconsciously), elements of a 

person's psycheperson's psycheperson's psycheperson's psyche        
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The application of spThe application of spThe application of spThe application of specific psychological principles ecific psychological principles ecific psychological principles ecific psychological principles particularly thoparticularly thoparticularly thoparticularly those of Sigmund Freud se of Sigmund Freud se of Sigmund Freud se of Sigmund Freud 

and Jacques and Jacques and Jacques and Jacques Lacan Lacan Lacan Lacan [zhawk lawkzhawk lawkzhawk lawkzhawk lawk----KAWKAWKAWKAWNNNN]) to the study of literature. ) to the study of literature. ) to the study of literature. ) to the study of literature. Psychoanalytic Psychoanalytic Psychoanalytic Psychoanalytic 

criticism macriticism macriticism macriticism may focus on the writer's psyche. y focus on the writer's psyche. y focus on the writer's psyche. y focus on the writer's psyche. TheTheTheThe    study of the creative procstudy of the creative procstudy of the creative procstudy of the creative process. ess. ess. ess. TheTheTheThe    

study of psychological study of psychological study of psychological study of psychological types and principles presenttypes and principles presenttypes and principles presenttypes and principles present    within works of literature, or within works of literature, or within works of literature, or within works of literature, or the the the the 

effects of literature upon effects of literature upon effects of literature upon effects of literature upon its readers (Wellek and Warren. its readers (Wellek and Warren. its readers (Wellek and Warren. its readers (Wellek and Warren. p. 81). In addition top. 81). In addition top. 81). In addition top. 81). In addition to    Freud Freud Freud Freud 

and Lacan,and Lacan,and Lacan,and Lacan,    major figures major figures major figures major figures include Shoshona Felmainclude Shoshona Felmainclude Shoshona Felmainclude Shoshona Felman. Jane Gallop. Norman Holland, n. Jane Gallop. Norman Holland, n. Jane Gallop. Norman Holland, n. Jane Gallop. Norman Holland, George George George George 

Klein. Elizabeth Klein. Elizabeth Klein. Elizabeth Klein. Elizabeth Wright, Frederick Hoffman, and. Wright, Frederick Hoffman, and. Wright, Frederick Hoffman, and. Wright, Frederick Hoffman, and. Simon Lesser.Simon Lesser.Simon Lesser.Simon Lesser.    

    

    ----    the irrationalthe irrationalthe irrationalthe irrational    part of the psyche unavailable part of the psyche unavailable part of the psyche unavailable part of the psyche unavailable to a person's consciousness to a person's consciousness to a person's consciousness to a person's consciousness 

except through dissociated acts except through dissociated acts except through dissociated acts except through dissociated acts or dreamor dreamor dreamor dreams. Freud's model of the psyche: s. Freud's model of the psyche: s. Freud's model of the psyche: s. Freud's model of the psyche:     

----    completely unconscious pacompletely unconscious pacompletely unconscious pacompletely unconscious part of the psyche that serves as rt of the psyche that serves as rt of the psyche that serves as rt of the psyche that serves as a storehouse of our a storehouse of our a storehouse of our a storehouse of our 

desires, wdesires, wdesires, wdesires, wishes, and fears. The id houses ishes, and fears. The id houses ishes, and fears. The id houses ishes, and fears. The id houses the libido, the source of psychthe libido, the source of psychthe libido, the source of psychthe libido, the source of psychosexual energy.osexual energy.osexual energy.osexual energy.    

    
    ----    mostly to partially (mostly to partially (mostly to partially (mostly to partially (<----a point of debata point of debata point of debata point of debate) conscious e) conscious e) conscious e) conscious part of the psyche that part of the psyche that part of the psyche that part of the psyche that 

procesprocesprocesprocesses experiences and operates as ses experiences and operates as ses experiences and operates as ses experiences and operates as a referee or mediator between the id and a referee or mediator between the id and a referee or mediator between the id and a referee or mediator between the id and 

superegosuperegosuperegosuperego....    

    

----    often thoughoften thoughoften thoughoften thought of as one's "conscience"; the t of as one's "conscience"; the t of as one's "conscience"; the t of as one's "conscience"; the superego opesuperego opesuperego opesuperego operates "like arates "like arates "like arates "like an n n n 

internal censor internal censor internal censor internal censor [encouragingencouragingencouragingencouraging]    moral judgments in light of socmoral judgments in light of socmoral judgments in light of socmoral judgments in light of social pressures" (123. ial pressures" (123. ial pressures" (123. ial pressures" (123. BrasslerBrasslerBrasslerBrassler    

----    sciesciesciescie    General Resources below), General Resources below), General Resources below), General Resources below),     

    

    ----    a preverbal/verbal stage in which a childa preverbal/verbal stage in which a childa preverbal/verbal stage in which a childa preverbal/verbal stage in which a child    around 6around 6around 6around 6----18 months of ag18 months of ag18 months of ag18 months of ago) o) o) o) 

begins to develop a sense of begins to develop a sense of begins to develop a sense of begins to develop a sense of separateness from her mother as well as oseparateness from her mother as well as oseparateness from her mother as well as oseparateness from her mother as well as other people ther people ther people ther people 

and and and and objects; however, the objects; however, the objects; however, the objects; however, the child's sense of sense is still child's sense of sense is still child's sense of sense is still child's sense of sense is still incomplete.incomplete.incomplete.incomplete.    

    

    ----    the stage the stage the stage the stage marking a chmarking a chmarking a chmarking a child's entrance into ild's entrance into ild's entrance into ild's entrance into language (the ability to unlanguage (the ability to unlanguage (the ability to unlanguage (the ability to understand derstand derstand derstand 

and generate symbols); and generate symbols); and generate symbols); and generate symbols); in contrast to the imaginarin contrast to the imaginarin contrast to the imaginarin contrast to the imaginary stage, largely focused on the y stage, largely focused on the y stage, largely focused on the y stage, largely focused on the 

mother, the symbolic stage shifmother, the symbolic stage shifmother, the symbolic stage shifmother, the symbolic stage shifts attention to the father who, ts attention to the father who, ts attention to the father who, ts attention to the father who, in Lacanian theory, in Lacanian theory, in Lacanian theory, in Lacanian theory, 

rrrrepresents cultural norms, laws, epresents cultural norms, laws, epresents cultural norms, laws, epresents cultural norms, laws, lalalalanguage, and power (the nguage, and power (the nguage, and power (the nguage, and power (the symbol of power is the symbol of power is the symbol of power is the symbol of power is the 

phallusphallusphallusphallus----    an arguably "genderan arguably "genderan arguably "genderan arguably "gender----neutral" term).neutral" term).neutral" term).neutral" term).    

    

    ----    an unattainable stage rean unattainable stage rean unattainable stage rean unattainable stage representing all that a person is presenting all that a person is presenting all that a person is presenting all that a person is hot and does not have. hot and does not have. hot and does not have. hot and does not have. 

BBBBoth Lacan and his critics argue oth Lacan and his critics argue oth Lacan and his critics argue oth Lacan and his critics argue whether the real order rwhether the real order rwhether the real order rwhether the real order represents the period epresents the period epresents the period epresents the period before before before before 

the the the the imaginary order when a child imaginary order when a child imaginary order when a child imaginary order when a child is completely fulfilledis completely fulfilledis completely fulfilledis completely fulfilled----without without without without need or lack, or if the need or lack, or if the need or lack, or if the need or lack, or if the 

real oreal oreal oreal order follows the symbolic order rder follows the symbolic order rder follows the symbolic order rder follows the symbolic order and represents our "perand represents our "perand represents our "perand represents our "perennial lack" (because we ennial lack" (because we ennial lack" (because we ennial lack" (because we 

cannot cannot cannot cannot return to the state oreturn to the state oreturn to the state oreturn to the state of wholeness that existed before f wholeness that existed before f wholeness that existed before f wholeness that existed before language).language).language).language).    
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A sociological approach to A sociological approach to A sociological approach to A sociological approach to literature that viewed works of literature that viewed works of literature that viewed works of literature that viewed works of literature or art as the literature or art as the literature or art as the literature or art as the 

products of historical forces that canproducts of historical forces that canproducts of historical forces that canproducts of historical forces that can    be analyzed by looking at tbe analyzed by looking at tbe analyzed by looking at tbe analyzed by looking at the material conditions he material conditions he material conditions he material conditions 

in which in which in which in which they were formed. In they were formed. In they were formed. In they were formed. In Marxist ideology, what we often Marxist ideology, what we often Marxist ideology, what we often Marxist ideology, what we often classify as a world classify as a world classify as a world classify as a world 

view (such asview (such asview (such asview (such as    the Victorian age) is actually the Victorian age) is actually the Victorian age) is actually the Victorian age) is actually the articulations of the dominant classthe articulations of the dominant classthe articulations of the dominant classthe articulations of the dominant class, , , , 

Marxism generally Marxism generally Marxism generally Marxism generally focuses on the clash betfocuses on the clash betfocuses on the clash betfocuses on the clash between the dominant and rween the dominant and rween the dominant and rween the dominant and repressed epressed epressed epressed classes classes classes classes 
in any given agin any given agin any given agin any given age and also may encourage art to e and also may encourage art to e and also may encourage art to e and also may encourage art to imitate what is oftenimitate what is oftenimitate what is oftenimitate what is often    termed an termed an termed an termed an 

"objective" reality. "objective" reality. "objective" reality. "objective" reality. Contemporary Marxism isContemporary Marxism isContemporary Marxism isContemporary Marxism is    much broader in its focus, and much broader in its focus, and much broader in its focus, and much broader in its focus, and views art views art views art views art 

as simultaneousas simultaneousas simultaneousas simultaneously reflective and autonomous to ly reflective and autonomous to ly reflective and autonomous to ly reflective and autonomous to the age in which it was prthe age in which it was prthe age in which it was prthe age in which it was prooooduced. The duced. The duced. The duced. The 

Frankfurt School is Frankfurt School is Frankfurt School is Frankfurt School is also associated with Marxisalso associated with Marxisalso associated with Marxisalso associated with Marxism (Abrams, p. 178, Childers and m (Abrams, p. 178, Childers and m (Abrams, p. 178, Childers and m (Abrams, p. 178, Childers and Hentzi, Hentzi, Hentzi, Hentzi, 

pp. 175pp. 175pp. 175pp. 175----179). M179). M179). M179). Major figures include Karl Marx, ajor figures include Karl Marx, ajor figures include Karl Marx, ajor figures include Karl Marx, Terry Eagleton, Fredric Jameson, Raymond Terry Eagleton, Fredric Jameson, Raymond Terry Eagleton, Fredric Jameson, Raymond Terry Eagleton, Fredric Jameson, Raymond 

WiWiWiWilliams, Louis lliams, Louis lliams, Louis lliams, Louis Althusser (ALTAlthusser (ALTAlthusser (ALTAlthusser (ALT----whos swhos swhos swhos sair), Walter Benjamin (benair), Walter Benjamin (benair), Walter Benjamin (benair), Walter Benjamin (ben----yehyehyehyeh----MEMEMEMEEN), Antonio EN), Antonio EN), Antonio EN), Antonio 

Gramsci (GRAWMGramsci (GRAWMGramsci (GRAWMGramsci (GRAWM----shee), Georg Lukacsshee), Georg Lukacsshee), Georg Lukacsshee), Georg Lukacs    (lou(lou(lou(lou----KOTCH), and Friedrich Engels, Theordor KOTCH), and Friedrich Engels, Theordor KOTCH), and Friedrich Engels, Theordor KOTCH), and Friedrich Engels, Theordor 

Adorno (1Adorno (1Adorno (1Adorno (1----DORDORDORDOR----no), Edward Ahern, Gilles Deleaze (DAYno), Edward Ahern, Gilles Deleaze (DAYno), Edward Ahern, Gilles Deleaze (DAYno), Edward Ahern, Gilles Deleaze (DAY----looz) andlooz) andlooz) andlooz) and    Felix Guattari (GUATFelix Guattari (GUATFelix Guattari (GUATFelix Guattari (GUAT----

chchchch----ree).ree).ree).ree).    

    

    ----    "the attitude of valuing things not for"the attitude of valuing things not for"the attitude of valuing things not for"the attitude of valuing things not for    their utility but for their their utility but for their their utility but for their their utility but for their 

powerpowerpowerpower    to impress others or for their resale possibilities (92). to impress others or for their resale possibilities (92). to impress others or for their resale possibilities (92). to impress others or for their resale possibilities (92). Conspicuous consumptioConspicuous consumptioConspicuous consumptioConspicuous consumption n n n 

----    "the obvious acquisition of "the obvious acquisition of "the obvious acquisition of "the obvious acquisition of things only for their sign value and/or exthings only for their sign value and/or exthings only for their sign value and/or exthings only for their sign value and/or exchange value" change value" change value" change value" 

(92). (92). (92). (92). Dialectical materiaDialectical materiaDialectical materiaDialectical materialism lism lism lism ----    "the theory that histo"the theory that histo"the theory that histo"the theory that history ry ry ry develops neither in a random develops neither in a random develops neither in a random develops neither in a random 
fashion nor in a linear one but instead as struggle between fashion nor in a linear one but instead as struggle between fashion nor in a linear one but instead as struggle between fashion nor in a linear one but instead as struggle between contradictions that ultimatelycontradictions that ultimatelycontradictions that ultimatelycontradictions that ultimately    

find resolution in a synthesis find resolution in a synthesis find resolution in a synthesis find resolution in a synthesis of the two sides. For example, clof the two sides. For example, clof the two sides. For example, clof the two sides. For example, class conflicts lead to ass conflicts lead to ass conflicts lead to ass conflicts lead to 

new new new new social systems" (92)social systems" (92)social systems" (92)social systems" (92), Material circumstance, Material circumstance, Material circumstance, Material circumstances s s s ----    "the "the "the "the economic conditions underlying economic conditions underlying economic conditions underlying economic conditions underlying 

the society. To understandthe society. To understandthe society. To understandthe society. To understand. . . . social events, one musocial events, one musocial events, one musocial events, one must have a grasp of the material st have a grasp of the material st have a grasp of the material st have a grasp of the material 

circumstances and the hiscircumstances and the hiscircumstances and the hiscircumstances and the historical situation in which they torical situation in which they torical situation in which they torical situation in which they occur (93)occur (93)occur (93)occur (93). . . .     

    

    ----    assoassoassoassociated with Vulgar Marxism ciated with Vulgar Marxism ciated with Vulgar Marxism ciated with Vulgar Marxism ----    "a "a "a "a theory that theory that theory that theory that the superstrthe superstrthe superstrthe superstructure ucture ucture ucture 

of a society mirrors its of a society mirrors its of a society mirrors its of a society mirrors its economic base and, by exteeconomic base and, by exteeconomic base and, by exteeconomic base and, by extension, that a text reflects the nsion, that a text reflects the nsion, that a text reflects the nsion, that a text reflects the 

society that produced it" (92).society that produced it" (92).society that produced it" (92).society that produced it" (92).    

    

    ----    "The soc"The soc"The soc"The social, political, and ideological ial, political, and ideological ial, political, and ideological ial, political, and ideological systems and institutionssystems and institutionssystems and institutionssystems and institutions----fofofofor r r r 

example, the values, art, and example, the values, art, and example, the values, art, and example, the values, art, and legal processes of a solegal processes of a solegal processes of a solegal processes of a societycietycietyciety----that are generated by the that are generated by the that are generated by the that are generated by the 

base" (92).base" (92).base" (92).base" (92).    

    

Literally, postcolonialism refers to the period following theLiterally, postcolonialism refers to the period following theLiterally, postcolonialism refers to the period following theLiterally, postcolonialism refers to the period following the    decline of colonialism, e.g., decline of colonialism, e.g., decline of colonialism, e.g., decline of colonialism, e.g., 

the end or lessening ofthe end or lessening ofthe end or lessening ofthe end or lessening of    domination by Europedomination by Europedomination by Europedomination by European empires. Although the terman empires. Although the terman empires. Although the terman empires. Although the term    
postcolonialism generally refers to the period afterpostcolonialism generally refers to the period afterpostcolonialism generally refers to the period afterpostcolonialism generally refers to the period after    colonialism, the distinction is not colonialism, the distinction is not colonialism, the distinction is not colonialism, the distinction is not 

always made. In its use asalways made. In its use asalways made. In its use asalways made. In its use as    a critical approach, postcoloniaa critical approach, postcoloniaa critical approach, postcoloniaa critical approach, postcolonialism refers to "a collection of lism refers to "a collection of lism refers to "a collection of lism refers to "a collection of 

theoretical and criticaltheoretical and criticaltheoretical and criticaltheoretical and critical    strategies used to exstrategies used to exstrategies used to exstrategies used to examine the amine the amine the amine the culture (literature, politics, hculture (literature, politics, hculture (literature, politics, hculture (literature, politics, history, istory, istory, istory, 

and so forth) of former and so forth) of former and so forth) of former and so forth) of former colonies of the European empcolonies of the European empcolonies of the European empcolonies of the European empires, and their relation to the ires, and their relation to the ires, and their relation to the ires, and their relation to the 
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rest of the world" (Makaryk 155 rest of the world" (Makaryk 155 rest of the world" (Makaryk 155 rest of the world" (Makaryk 155 ----    see see see see General Resources General Resources General Resources General Resources below). Among the manybelow). Among the manybelow). Among the manybelow). Among the many    

challenges facing postcolonial challenges facing postcolonial challenges facing postcolonial challenges facing postcolonial writers are writers are writers are writers are the attempt both tothe attempt both tothe attempt both tothe attempt both to    resurrect their culture resurrect their culture resurrect their culture resurrect their culture 

and to and to and to and to combat preconceptions about combat preconceptions about combat preconceptions about combat preconceptions about their culture. Edward Said, for their culture. Edward Said, for their culture. Edward Said, for their culture. Edward Said, for example, uses the example, uses the example, uses the example, uses the 

wwwword Orientalism to describe the ord Orientalism to describe the ord Orientalism to describe the ord Orientalism to describe the discourse about the Eastdiscourse about the Eastdiscourse about the Eastdiscourse about the East    constructed by the West. constructed by the West. constructed by the West. constructed by the West. 

Major Major Major Major figures include Edwfigures include Edwfigures include Edwfigures include Edward Said (sahard Said (sahard Said (sahard Said (sah----EED),EED),EED),EED),    Homi Bhabha Homi Bhabha Homi Bhabha Homi Bhabha (bah(bah(bah(bah----bah), Frantz Fabah), Frantz Fabah), Frantz Fabah), Frantz Fanon non non non 
(fah(fah(fah(fah----NAWN), Gayatri Spivak, NAWN), Gayatri Spivak, NAWN), Gayatri Spivak, NAWN), Gayatri Spivak, Chinua Achebe (ahChinua Achebe (ahChinua Achebe (ahChinua Achebe (ah----CCCCHAYHAYHAYHAY----bay) , Wole Soyinka, Salman bay) , Wole Soyinka, Salman bay) , Wole Soyinka, Salman bay) , Wole Soyinka, Salman 

Rushdie, Jamaica Kincaid, and Buchi Emecheta.Rushdie, Jamaica Kincaid, and Buchi Emecheta.Rushdie, Jamaica Kincaid, and Buchi Emecheta.Rushdie, Jamaica Kincaid, and Buchi Emecheta.    
    

    ----    "lack al identif"lack al identif"lack al identif"lack al identification with some part of one's ication with some part of one's ication with some part of one's ication with some part of one's "tionality pron'scommu"tionality pron'scommu"tionality pron'scommu"tionality pron'scommunity, nity, nity, nity, 

differentness, otherness" differentness, otherness" differentness, otherness" differentness, otherness" Diaspora (ill AST or an "b used (without capitalization)Diaspora (ill AST or an "b used (without capitalization)Diaspora (ill AST or an "b used (without capitalization)Diaspora (ill AST or an "b used (without capitalization)    to to to to 

Refer to any people or ethnic population forced or inducedRefer to any people or ethnic population forced or inducedRefer to any people or ethnic population forced or inducedRefer to any people or ethnic population forced or induced    to leave their traditional to leave their traditional to leave their traditional to leave their traditional 

etetetethnic homelands, being hnic homelands, being hnic homelands, being hnic homelands, being dispersed dispersed dispersed dispersed throughout other partthroughout other partthroughout other partthroughout other parts of the world, and the ensuing s of the world, and the ensuing s of the world, and the ensuing s of the world, and the ensuing 

developments in their dispersal and culture" (Wikipedia).developments in their dispersal and culture" (Wikipedia).developments in their dispersal and culture" (Wikipedia).developments in their dispersal and culture" (Wikipedia).    

    

    ----    "the pract"the pract"the pract"the practice, conscious or otherwise, of ice, conscious or otherwise, of ice, conscious or otherwise, of ice, conscious or otherwise, of placing emphasis on Europeaplacing emphasis on Europeaplacing emphasis on Europeaplacing emphasis on European n n n 

(and, generally, Western) (and, generally, Western) (and, generally, Western) (and, generally, Western) concerns, culture and concerns, culture and concerns, culture and concerns, culture and values avalues avalues avalues at the expense of those of t the expense of those of t the expense of those of t the expense of those of 

other other other other cultures. It is an inscultures. It is an inscultures. It is an inscultures. It is an instance of ethnocentrism, perhaps tance of ethnocentrism, perhaps tance of ethnocentrism, perhaps tance of ethnocentrism, perhaps especially relevant because especially relevant because especially relevant because especially relevant because 

ofofofof    its alignment with current and its alignment with current and its alignment with current and its alignment with current and papapapast real power structures in the st real power structures in the st real power structures in the st real power structures in the world" world" world" world" 

(Dictionary.LaborLawTalk.com)(Dictionary.LaborLawTalk.com)(Dictionary.LaborLawTalk.com)(Dictionary.LaborLawTalk.com)    

    

    ----    "an important c"an important c"an important c"an important concept in postoncept in postoncept in postoncept in post----colonial theory, colonial theory, colonial theory, colonial theory, referring to the integration referring to the integration referring to the integration referring to the integration 

((((or, mingling) of cultural signs or, mingling) of cultural signs or, mingling) of cultural signs or, mingling) of cultural signs and practices from the coloniand practices from the coloniand practices from the coloniand practices from the colonizing and the colonized zing and the colonized zing and the colonized zing and the colonized 

cultures cultures cultures cultures integration" may be too orderly a word to represent integration" may be too orderly a word to represent integration" may be too orderly a word to represent integration" may be too orderly a word to represent the the the the variety of stratagems, variety of stratagems, variety of stratagems, variety of stratagems, 

despedespedespedesperate or cunning orate or cunning orate or cunning orate or cunning or goodr goodr goodr good----willed, willed, willed, willed, by which people adapt themseby which people adapt themseby which people adapt themseby which people adapt themselves to the lves to the lves to the lves to the 

necessities and the necessities and the necessities and the necessities and the opportunities of more or less opportunities of more or less opportunities of more or less opportunities of more or less oppressive or invasive cultural oppressive or invasive cultural oppressive or invasive cultural oppressive or invasive cultural 

impositions, live into alien impositions, live into alien impositions, live into alien impositions, live into alien cultural patterns through their cultural patterns through their cultural patterns through their cultural patterns through their own structures of own structures of own structures of own structures of 

understaunderstaunderstaunderstanding, thus producing something nding, thus producing something nding, thus producing something nding, thus producing something familiar but new). Thefamiliar but new). Thefamiliar but new). Thefamiliar but new). The    assimilation and assimilation and assimilation and assimilation and 

adaptation of adaptation of adaptation of adaptation of cultural practices, the crosscultural practices, the crosscultural practices, the crosscultural practices, the cross----fefefefertilization of cultures, can be rtilization of cultures, can be rtilization of cultures, can be rtilization of cultures, can be seen as seen as seen as seen as 

positive, enrichpositive, enrichpositive, enrichpositive, enriching, and dynamic, as well as ing, and dynamic, as well as ing, and dynamic, as well as ing, and dynamic, as well as oppressive" (from Dr. John Lye oppressive" (from Dr. John Lye oppressive" (from Dr. John Lye oppressive" (from Dr. John Lye ----    see see see see 

General Literary Theory Websites below). General Literary Theory Websites below). General Literary Theory Websites below). General Literary Theory Websites below).     

    

----    "the pol"the pol"the pol"the policy of extending the control or icy of extending the control or icy of extending the control or icy of extending the control or authority over foreign entities as authority over foreign entities as authority over foreign entities as authority over foreign entities as 

a means of acquisition anda means of acquisition anda means of acquisition anda means of acquisition and    or maintenance of empires, eior maintenance of empires, eior maintenance of empires, eior maintenance of empires, either through direct territorial ther through direct territorial ther through direct territorial ther through direct territorial 

control or through indirectcontrol or through indirectcontrol or through indirectcontrol or through indirect    methods of exerting control on methods of exerting control on methods of exerting control on methods of exerting control on the politics and/or econothe politics and/or econothe politics and/or econothe politics and/or economy my my my 

of other countries. The term is of other countries. The term is of other countries. The term is of other countries. The term is used by some to descused by some to descused by some to descused by some to describe the policy of a country in ribe the policy of a country in ribe the policy of a country in ribe the policy of a country in 

maintaining colonies anmaintaining colonies anmaintaining colonies anmaintaining colonies and dominance over distant lands, d dominance over distant lands, d dominance over distant lands, d dominance over distant lands, regardless of whether the counregardless of whether the counregardless of whether the counregardless of whether the country try try try 

calls itself an calls itself an calls itself an calls itself an empire" empire" empire" empire" (Dictionary. LaborLawTalk.com).(Dictionary. LaborLawTalk.com).(Dictionary. LaborLawTalk.com).(Dictionary. LaborLawTalk.com).    
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Existentialism is a philosophExistentialism is a philosophExistentialism is a philosophExistentialism is a philosophy (promoted especially by Jean y (promoted especially by Jean y (promoted especially by Jean y (promoted especially by Jean ----    Paul Sartre and Albert Paul Sartre and Albert Paul Sartre and Albert Paul Sartre and Albert 

CamuCamuCamuCamus) that views each person as an s) that views each person as an s) that views each person as an s) that views each person as an isolated being who is cisolated being who is cisolated being who is cisolated being who is cast into an alien universe, ast into an alien universe, ast into an alien universe, ast into an alien universe, 

and and and and conceives the world as possconceives the world as possconceives the world as possconceives the world as possessing no inherent human truth, essing no inherent human truth, essing no inherent human truth, essing no inherent human truth, value,value,value,value,    or meaning. A or meaning. A or meaning. A or meaning. A 

person's lperson's lperson's lperson's life, then, as it moves from the ife, then, as it moves from the ife, then, as it moves from the ife, then, as it moves from the nothingness from whichnothingness from whichnothingness from whichnothingness from which    it came toward the it came toward the it came toward the it came toward the 

nothingness nothingness nothingness nothingness where it must end, defwhere it must end, defwhere it must end, defwhere it must end, defines an existence which is both ines an existence which is both ines an existence which is both ines an existence which is both anguished and anguished and anguished and anguished and 
absurd (Guerin)absurd (Guerin)absurd (Guerin)absurd (Guerin), In a world without sense, all , In a world without sense, all , In a world without sense, all , In a world without sense, all choices are possible, a schoices are possible, a schoices are possible, a schoices are possible, a situatituatituatituation which ion which ion which ion which 

Sartre viewed as Sartre viewed as Sartre viewed as Sartre viewed as human beings chuman beings chuman beings chuman beings central dilemma: "Man entral dilemma: "Man entral dilemma: "Man entral dilemma: "Man [womanwomanwomanwoman]    is is is is condemned to be condemned to be condemned to be condemned to be 

free." In contfree." In contfree." In contfree." In contrast to atheist existentialism, rast to atheist existentialism, rast to atheist existentialism, rast to atheist existentialism, Seren Kierkegaard theorized that belief in Seren Kierkegaard theorized that belief in Seren Kierkegaard theorized that belief in Seren Kierkegaard theorized that belief in 

God (given thGod (given thGod (given thGod (given that we at we at we at we are provided with noare provided with noare provided with noare provided with no    proof or assurance) required a proof or assurance) required a proof or assurance) required a proof or assurance) required a conscioconscioconscioconscious us us us 

choice or "lechoice or "lechoice or "lechoice or "leap of faith, "The major figures ap of faith, "The major figures ap of faith, "The major figures ap of faith, "The major figures include Soren Kierkegaard, Friedrich include Soren Kierkegaard, Friedrich include Soren Kierkegaard, Friedrich include Soren Kierkegaard, Friedrich 

Nietzsche, Nietzsche, Nietzsche, Nietzsche, and Martinand Martinand Martinand Martin    Heidegger, JeanHeidegger, JeanHeidegger, JeanHeidegger, Jean----Paul Sartre (sart or SARPaul Sartre (sart or SARPaul Sartre (sart or SARPaul Sartre (sart or SAR----treh), Alberttreh), Alberttreh), Alberttreh), Albert    Camus Camus Camus Camus 

(kah(kah(kah(kah----    MUE or ka MUE or ka MUE or ka MUE or ka MMMMOD)OD)OD)OD), Simone de Beauvoir (bobs , Simone de Beauvoir (bobs , Simone de Beauvoir (bobs , Simone de Beauvoir (bobs ----    WAHR) , Martin BuberWAHR) , Martin BuberWAHR) , Martin BuberWAHR) , Martin Buber, Karl , Karl , Karl , Karl 

Jaspers (YASJaspers (YASJaspers (YASJaspers (YASSSSS----pers), and pers), and pers), and pers), and Maurice MerleauMaurice MerleauMaurice MerleauMaurice Merleau----Ponty (merPonty (merPonty (merPonty (mer----LOH pawnLOH pawnLOH pawnLOH pawn----TEE).TEE).TEE).TEE).    

    

Absurd Absurd Absurd Absurd ----    a term usea term usea term usea term used to describe existenced to describe existenced to describe existenced to describe existence----a world a world a world a world witwitwitwithout inherent meaning or truth. hout inherent meaning or truth. hout inherent meaning or truth. hout inherent meaning or truth. 

Authenticity Authenticity Authenticity Authenticity ----    to make choices based on an individualto make choices based on an individualto make choices based on an individualto make choices based on an individual    code of ethics (commitment) code of ethics (commitment) code of ethics (commitment) code of ethics (commitment) 

rather than because of societal pressure. A choice made rather than because of societal pressure. A choice made rather than because of societal pressure. A choice made rather than because of societal pressure. A choice made just because "it's whatjust because "it's whatjust because "it's whatjust because "it's what    people people people people 

do" would be considered inauthentic do" would be considered inauthentic do" would be considered inauthentic do" would be considered inauthentic Leap of faith" Leap of faith" Leap of faith" Leap of faith" ----    althougalthougalthougalthough Kierkegaard acknowledged h Kierkegaard acknowledged h Kierkegaard acknowledged h Kierkegaard acknowledged 

that that that that religion was inherently unreligion was inherently unreligion was inherently unreligion was inherently unknowable and filled with risks, knowable and filled with risks, knowable and filled with risks, knowable and filled with risks, faith required an afaith required an afaith required an afaith required an act of ct of ct of ct of 

commitcommitcommitcommitment (the "leap of faith"); the ment (the "leap of faith"); the ment (the "leap of faith"); the ment (the "leap of faith"); the commitment to Christianity wcommitment to Christianity wcommitment to Christianity wcommitment to Christianity would also lessen the ould also lessen the ould also lessen the ould also lessen the 

despair of despair of despair of despair of an absurd world.an absurd world.an absurd world.an absurd world.    

    

Phenomenology is a philosPhenomenology is a philosPhenomenology is a philosPhenomenology is a philosophical method, first developed ophical method, first developed ophical method, first developed ophical method, first developed by Edmund Hasserby Edmund Hasserby Edmund Hasserby Edmund Hasser    (HUHSS(HUHSS(HUHSS(HUHSS----

erel) thaterel) thaterel) thaterel) that    proposed proposed proposed proposed "phenomenological re"phenomenological re"phenomenological re"phenomenological reduction" so that everything not "immanent to duction" so that everything not "immanent to duction" so that everything not "immanent to duction" so that everything not "immanent to 

conscious be excluded; all realities conscious be excluded; all realities conscious be excluded; all realities conscious be excluded; all realities must be treated as pure "must be treated as pure "must be treated as pure "must be treated as pure "phenomena" and this is phenomena" and this is phenomena" and this is phenomena" and this is 

the only the only the only the only absolute data from whiabsolute data from whiabsolute data from whiabsolute data from which we can begin. Husseri viewed ch we can begin. Husseri viewed ch we can begin. Husseri viewed ch we can begin. Husseri viewed consciousness always consciousness always consciousness always consciousness always 

as as as as intentionintentionintentionintentional and that the act of al and that the act of al and that the act of al and that the act of consciousness, the thiconsciousness, the thiconsciousness, the thiconsciousness, the thinking subject and the object nking subject and the object nking subject and the object nking subject and the object 

it it it it "intends," are inseparable. "intends," are inseparable. "intends," are inseparable. "intends," are inseparable. Art is not at means of securing Art is not at means of securing Art is not at means of securing Art is not at means of securing pleasure, but a revelpleasure, but a revelpleasure, but a revelpleasure, but a revelation ation ation ation 

of being. The work is the of being. The work is the of being. The work is the of being. The work is the phenomenon by which we come to know the worldphenomenon by which we come to know the worldphenomenon by which we come to know the worldphenomenon by which we come to know the world    (Eagleton, (Eagleton, (Eagleton, (Eagleton, 

p. 54; Abp. 54; Abp. 54; Abp. 54; Abrams, p. 133, Guerin, p. 263).rams, p. 133, Guerin, p. 263).rams, p. 133, Guerin, p. 263).rams, p. 133, Guerin, p. 263).    

    

Hermeneutics sees interHermeneutics sees interHermeneutics sees interHermeneutics sees interpretation as a circular process pretation as a circular process pretation as a circular process pretation as a circular process whereby valid interpretation can whereby valid interpretation can whereby valid interpretation can whereby valid interpretation can 

be abe abe abe achieved by a sustained, chieved by a sustained, chieved by a sustained, chieved by a sustained, mutually qualifying interplamutually qualifying interplamutually qualifying interplamutually qualifying interplay between our progressive sense y between our progressive sense y between our progressive sense y between our progressive sense 

of the whole and our retof the whole and our retof the whole and our retof the whole and our retrospective rospective rospective rospective understanding of its understanding of its understanding of its understanding of its component parts. Two domicomponent parts. Two domicomponent parts. Two domicomponent parts. Two dominant nant nant nant 

theories that emerged from theories that emerged from theories that emerged from theories that emerged from Withelm Dilthey's original premise were that of E. D. HirsWithelm Dilthey's original premise were that of E. D. HirsWithelm Dilthey's original premise were that of E. D. HirsWithelm Dilthey's original premise were that of E. D. Hirsch ch ch ch 

who, in accord with Dilthey, felt a valid interpretation waswho, in accord with Dilthey, felt a valid interpretation waswho, in accord with Dilthey, felt a valid interpretation waswho, in accord with Dilthey, felt a valid interpretation was    possible by uncovering the possible by uncovering the possible by uncovering the possible by uncovering the 

work's authorial intent (though work's authorial intent (though work's authorial intent (though work's authorial intent (though informed by historical andinformed by historical andinformed by historical andinformed by historical and    cultural determinants), and in cultural determinants), and in cultural determinants), and in cultural determinants), and in 

contrast, that of Martin Heidegger (HIGHcontrast, that of Martin Heidegger (HIGHcontrast, that of Martin Heidegger (HIGHcontrast, that of Martin Heidegger (HIGH----dogdogdogdog----er) whoer) whoer) whoer) who    argued that a reader must argued that a reader must argued that a reader must argued that a reader must 
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experience the "inner life" of aexperience the "inner life" of aexperience the "inner life" of aexperience the "inner life" of a    test in order to understand it test in order to understand it test in order to understand it test in order to understand it at all. The reader's at all. The reader's at all. The reader's at all. The reader's 

"b"b"b"beingeingeingeing----inininin----    the world"or dosein is fraugthe world"or dosein is fraugthe world"or dosein is fraugthe world"or dosein is fraught with difficulties since both ht with difficulties since both ht with difficulties since both ht with difficulties since both the reader and the the reader and the the reader and the the reader and the 

text existtext existtext existtext exist    in a temporal and fluid state. in a temporal and fluid state. in a temporal and fluid state. in a temporal and fluid state. For Heidegger or Hans Georg GadameFor Heidegger or Hans Georg GadameFor Heidegger or Hans Georg GadameFor Heidegger or Hans Georg Gadamer (GAHr (GAHr (GAHr (GAH----

dededede----mer), mer), mer), mer), then, a valid interpretatithen, a valid interpretatithen, a valid interpretatithen, a valid interpretation may become irrecoverable and on may become irrecoverable and on may become irrecoverable and on may become irrecoverable and will always be relwill always be relwill always be relwill always be relative.ative.ative.ative.    

    

    ----    simply, "being tsimply, "being tsimply, "being tsimply, "being there,"or "beinghere,"or "beinghere,"or "beinghere,"or "being----inininin----the world" the world" the world" the world" ----    Heidegger argued that "Heidegger argued that "Heidegger argued that "Heidegger argued that "what what what what 

is distinctive about human is distinctive about human is distinctive about human is distinctive about human existence is its Dusein (givexistence is its Dusein (givexistence is its Dusein (givexistence is its Dusein (givenness): our consciousness both enness): our consciousness both enness): our consciousness both enness): our consciousness both 

projects the things of thprojects the things of thprojects the things of thprojects the things of the world and at the same time is e world and at the same time is e world and at the same time is e world and at the same time is subjectesubjectesubjectesubjected to the world by d to the world by d to the world by d to the world by 

the the the the very nature of existence in the very nature of existence in the very nature of existence in the very nature of existence in the world" (Selden and Widdowson 52 world" (Selden and Widdowson 52 world" (Selden and Widdowson 52 world" (Selden and Widdowson 52 ----    see General see General see General see General 

ResourcesResourcesResourcesResources    below). below). below). below). Intentionality Intentionality Intentionality Intentionality ----    "is at the heart of knowing. We live in"is at the heart of knowing. We live in"is at the heart of knowing. We live in"is at the heart of knowing. We live in    Meaning, and Meaning, and Meaning, and Meaning, and 

we live 'towe live 'towe live 'towe live 'towards,' oriented to experience. wards,' oriented to experience. wards,' oriented to experience. wards,' oriented to experience. Consequently there is an Consequently there is an Consequently there is an Consequently there is an inteinteinteintentional structure ntional structure ntional structure ntional structure 

in textuality in textuality in textuality in textuality and expression, in seland expression, in seland expression, in seland expression, in selffff----knowledge and in knowledge of knowledge and in knowledge of knowledge and in knowledge of knowledge and in knowledge of others, this others, this others, this others, this 

intentionality is also a dintentionality is also a dintentionality is also a dintentionality is also a distance; consciousness istance; consciousness istance; consciousness istance; consciousness not identical winot identical winot identical winot identical with its objects, but is th its objects, but is th its objects, but is th its objects, but is 

intended intended intended intended consciousness" (quoted frconsciousness" (quoted frconsciousness" (quoted frconsciousness" (quoted from Dr. John Lye's website om Dr. John Lye's website om Dr. John Lye's website om Dr. John Lye's website –    seeseeseesee    suggested suggested suggested suggested 

resources below).resources below).resources below).resources below).    

    

    ----    a concept most a concept most a concept most a concept most frequently associated with Edmund frequently associated with Edmund frequently associated with Edmund frequently associated with Edmund 

Husserl; as explainedHusserl; as explainedHusserl; as explainedHusserl; as explained    by by by by Terry Eagleton (see GeneralTerry Eagleton (see GeneralTerry Eagleton (see GeneralTerry Eagleton (see General    Resources below) "To establish Resources below) "To establish Resources below) "To establish Resources below) "To establish 

certainty, then, we must certainty, then, we must certainty, then, we must certainty, then, we must first of all ignore, or 'put in first of all ignore, or 'put in first of all ignore, or 'put in first of all ignore, or 'put in brackets,brackets,brackets,brackets,    'anything which is 'anything which is 'anything which is 'anything which is 

beyond our immediatebeyond our immediatebeyond our immediatebeyond our immediate    Experience; we must rExperience; we must rExperience; we must rExperience; we must reduce the external world to the educe the external world to the educe the external world to the educe the external world to the Contents Contents Contents Contents 

of our consciousness alonof our consciousness alonof our consciousness alonof our consciousness alone.... Everything not e.... Everything not e.... Everything not e.... Everything not Immanent' to consciousneImmanent' to consciousneImmanent' to consciousneImmanent' to consciousness must be ss must be ss must be ss must be 

rigorously excluded; rigorously excluded; rigorously excluded; rigorously excluded; All realitAll realitAll realitAll realities must be treated ies must be treated ies must be treated ies must be treated as pure 'phenomena,"in terms of as pure 'phenomena,"in terms of as pure 'phenomena,"in terms of as pure 'phenomena,"in terms of theirtheirtheirtheir    

appearances in our mindappearances in our mindappearances in our mindappearances in our mind, and this is the only absolute , and this is the only absolute , and this is the only absolute , and this is the only absolute Data from which we can Data from which we can Data from which we can Data from which we can 

begin"(55).begin"(55).begin"(55).begin"(55).    

    

    

These linguistic movThese linguistic movThese linguistic movThese linguistic moveeeements began in the 1920s, were ments began in the 1920s, were ments began in the 1920s, were ments began in the 1920s, were SuppressedSuppressedSuppressedSuppressed    by the Soviets in by the Soviets in by the Soviets in by the Soviets in 

the 19305, moved to the 19305, moved to the 19305, moved to the 19305, moved to Chechenslovakia and wChechenslovakia and wChechenslovakia and wChechenslovakia and were continued by members of the ere continued by members of the ere continued by members of the ere continued by members of the ManManManMan    

Jakobson Jakobson Jakobson Jakobson Prague Linguistic Circle (includingPrague Linguistic Circle (includingPrague Linguistic Circle (includingPrague Linguistic Circle (including    (YAH(YAH(YAH(YAH----kebkebkebkeb----ken). v.and Rend Wellek). The ken). v.and Rend Wellek). The ken). v.and Rend Wellek). The ken). v.and Rend Wellek). The 

Prague LingPrague LingPrague LingPrague Ling    cruture allacruture allacruture allacruture alla    special class special class special class special class of language, and rested onof language, and rested onof language, and rested onof language, and rested on    the assumption that the assumption that the assumption that the assumption that 

there is a there is a there is a there is a fundamental oppositionfundamental oppositionfundamental oppositionfundamental opposition    between literary (or poetical) between literary (or poetical) between literary (or poetical) between literary (or poetical) language and ordinary language and ordinary language and ordinary language and ordinary 

language. Flanguage. Flanguage. Flanguage. Formalism views the ormalism views the ormalism views the ormalism views the primary function of ordinprimary function of ordinprimary function of ordinprimary function of ordinary language as communicating ary language as communicating ary language as communicating ary language as communicating 

a a a a message, or informatmessage, or informatmessage, or informatmessage, or information, by references to the world existingion, by references to the world existingion, by references to the world existingion, by references to the world existing    outside of language. In outside of language. In outside of language. In outside of language. In 

contrast, it views literary language ascontrast, it views literary language ascontrast, it views literary language ascontrast, it views literary language as    selfselfselfself----focused: its focused: its focused: its focused: its function is not to make extrinsic function is not to make extrinsic function is not to make extrinsic function is not to make extrinsic 

rererereferences, ferences, ferences, ferences, but to draw attention to its owbut to draw attention to its owbut to draw attention to its owbut to draw attention to its own "formal" featuresn "formal" featuresn "formal" featuresn "formal" features----that is, to that is, to that is, to that is, to 

interrelationships amonginterrelationships amonginterrelationships amonginterrelationships among    tttthe linguistic signs themselves, he linguistic signs themselves, he linguistic signs themselves, he linguistic signs themselves, Literature is held to be subjLiterature is held to be subjLiterature is held to be subjLiterature is held to be subject ect ect ect 

to critical analysis by the to critical analysis by the to critical analysis by the to critical analysis by the cfences of linguistics bucfences of linguistics bucfences of linguistics bucfences of linguistics but also by a type of linguistics t also by a type of linguistics t also by a type of linguistics t also by a type of linguistics different different different different 

from that adaptedfrom that adaptedfrom that adaptedfrom that adapted    to ordinary discourse, because to ordinary discourse, because to ordinary discourse, because to ordinary discourse, because Its laws produce the distiIts laws produce the distiIts laws produce the distiIts laws produce the distinctive features nctive features nctive features nctive features 

of of of of literariness literariness literariness literariness (Abrams, pp. 165(Abrams, pp. 165(Abrams, pp. 165(Abrams, pp. 165----166). An166). An166). An166). An    important contribution made by important contribution made by important contribution made by important contribution made by Victor Victor Victor Victor 

Schklovsky (of the Schklovsky (of the Schklovsky (of the Schklovsky (of the Leningrad group) was to explain Leningrad group) was to explain Leningrad group) was to explain Leningrad group) was to explain how languagehow languagehow languagehow language----timugh atimugh atimugh atimugh a    period of period of period of period of 
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time tends to become time tends to become time tends to become time tends to become ath unconscious or tranath unconscious or tranath unconscious or tranath unconscious or transparent." In contrast, the work sparent." In contrast, the work sparent." In contrast, the work sparent." In contrast, the work of literature of literature of literature of literature 

is to is to is to is to defamiliarize language by a process ofdefamiliarize language by a process ofdefamiliarize language by a process ofdefamiliarize language by a process of    "making, strange." Dialogism r"making, strange." Dialogism r"making, strange." Dialogism r"making, strange." Dialogism refers to a efers to a efers to a efers to a 

theory, initiated by theory, initiated by theory, initiated by theory, initiated by Mikhail Rakhtin (hank TEEN)Mikhail Rakhtin (hank TEEN)Mikhail Rakhtin (hank TEEN)Mikhail Rakhtin (hank TEEN), an ing that in a dialogic , an ing that in a dialogic , an ing that in a dialogic , an ing that in a dialogic work of work of work of work of 

literature .such aliterature .such aliterature .such aliterature .such as in the writings of Dostoevsky s in the writings of Dostoevsky s in the writings of Dostoevsky s in the writings of Dostoevsky there is a "polyphonic ithere is a "polyphonic ithere is a "polyphonic ithere is a "polyphonic interplay of nterplay of nterplay of nterplay of 

variouvariouvariouvarious characters' s characters' s characters' s characters' voices,voices,voices,voices,    where no worlwhere no worlwhere no worlwhere no worldview is given superiority over dview is given superiority over dview is given superiority over dview is given superiority over others; neither others; neither others; neither others; neither 
is that voice which may be identified with tis that voice which may be identified with tis that voice which may be identified with tis that voice which may be identified with the he he he author's necessarily the mosauthor's necessarily the mosauthor's necessarily the mosauthor's necessarily the most engaging t engaging t engaging t engaging 

or persuasive of all or persuasive of all or persuasive of all or persuasive of all those in the text" (Childers & Hentzi, p. 81).those in the text" (Childers & Hentzi, p. 81).those in the text" (Childers & Hentzi, p. 81).those in the text" (Childers & Hentzi, p. 81).    

    

Carnival Carnival Carnival Carnival ----    "For Balchtin, carniva"For Balchtin, carniva"For Balchtin, carniva"For Balchtin, carnival reflected the "lived life" of l reflected the "lived life" of l reflected the "lived life" of l reflected the "lived life" of medieval and early modernmedieval and early modernmedieval and early modernmedieval and early modern    

peoples. In carnival, official peoples. In carnival, official peoples. In carnival, official peoples. In carnival, official authority and high culauthority and high culauthority and high culauthority and high culture were jostled from below by ture were jostled from below by ture were jostled from below by ture were jostled from below by 

elements of satire, parodyelements of satire, parodyelements of satire, parodyelements of satire, parody, Irony, mimicry, bodily humor. , Irony, mimicry, bodily humor. , Irony, mimicry, bodily humor. , Irony, mimicry, bodily humor. AndAndAndAnd    grotesque display.grotesque display.grotesque display.grotesque display.    ThiThiThiThis s s s 

jostling from below served to jostling from below served to jostling from below served to jostling from below served to keep society open, to liberatekeep society open, to liberatekeep society open, to liberatekeep society open, to liberate    it from deadening.it from deadening.it from deadening.it from deadening." (Bressler " (Bressler " (Bressler " (Bressler 

276 276 276 276 ----    see General Resources below).see General Resources below).see General Resources below).see General Resources below).        

    

    ----    "refers, first, to the way in which every"refers, first, to the way in which every"refers, first, to the way in which every"refers, first, to the way in which every    instance of language use instance of language use instance of language use instance of language use ----    

eveeveeveevery utterance ry utterance ry utterance ry utterance ----    is embedded in a is embedded in a is embedded in a is embedded in a sssspecific set of social circumpecific set of social circumpecific set of social circumpecific set of social circumstances, and second, stances, and second, stances, and second, stances, and second, 

to the way to the way to the way to the way the meaning of each parthe meaning of each parthe meaning of each parthe meaning of each particular utterance is shaped and ticular utterance is shaped and ticular utterance is shaped and ticular utterance is shaped and influenced by the influenced by the influenced by the influenced by the 

mmmmanyanyanyany----layered context in which it layered context in which it layered context in which it layered context in which it occurs"(Sarah Willen,occurs"(Sarah Willen,occurs"(Sarah Willen,occurs"(Sarah Willen,    "Dialogism and Heteroglossia") "Dialogism and Heteroglossia") "Dialogism and Heteroglossia") "Dialogism and Heteroglossia")     

----    "having on"having on"having on"having one single voie single voie single voie single voice, or representing ce, or representing ce, or representing ce, or representing one single ideological stancone single ideological stancone single ideological stancone single ideological stance or e or e or e or 

perspective, often used in perspective, often used in perspective, often used in perspective, often used in opposition to the Bakhtinian dialogiopposition to the Bakhtinian dialogiopposition to the Bakhtinian dialogiopposition to the Bakhtinian dialogical. In a monological cal. In a monological cal. In a monological cal. In a monological form, form, form, form, 

all the characters' voiceall the characters' voiceall the characters' voiceall the characters' voices are subordinated to the voice s are subordinated to the voice s are subordinated to the voice s are subordinated to the voice of the author" (Malcolm Hayward),of the author" (Malcolm Hayward),of the author" (Malcolm Hayward),of the author" (Malcolm Hayward),    

        

    ----    "a "a "a "a term used bterm used bterm used bterm used by Mikhail Bakhtin to describe a y Mikhail Bakhtin to describe a y Mikhail Bakhtin to describe a y Mikhail Bakhtin to describe a dialogical text which, unlidialogical text which, unlidialogical text which, unlidialogical text which, unlike ke ke ke 

a monological text, does not a monological text, does not a monological text, does not a monological text, does not depend on the centrality of a sdepend on the centrality of a sdepend on the centrality of a sdepend on the centrality of a single authoritative voice. ingle authoritative voice. ingle authoritative voice. ingle authoritative voice. 

Such Such Such Such a text incorporates a rich plurality and multiplicity of voices,a text incorporates a rich plurality and multiplicity of voices,a text incorporates a rich plurality and multiplicity of voices,a text incorporates a rich plurality and multiplicity of voices, styles, and points of styles, and points of styles, and points of styles, and points of 

viewviewviewview. It comprises, in Bakhtin's phrase,. It comprises, in Bakhtin's phrase,. It comprises, in Bakhtin's phrase,. It comprises, in Bakhtin's phrase,    a plurality of independent and unmerged voices a plurality of independent and unmerged voices a plurality of independent and unmerged voices a plurality of independent and unmerged voices 

andandandand    consciousnesses, a genuine polyphconsciousnesses, a genuine polyphconsciousnesses, a genuine polyphconsciousnesses, a genuine polyphony of fully valid ony of fully valid ony of fully valid ony of fully valid voices" (Henderson avoices" (Henderson avoices" (Henderson avoices" (Henderson and Brown nd Brown nd Brown nd Brown 

----    Glossary of Literary Glossary of Literary Glossary of Literary Glossary of Literary Theory).Theory).Theory).Theory).    

    

AvantAvantAvantAvant----Garde literallGarde literallGarde literallGarde literally my my my meant the "most forwardly placed eant the "most forwardly placed eant the "most forwardly placed eant the "most forwardly placed troops. " The movement soughtroops. " The movement soughtroops. " The movement soughtroops. " The movement sought t t t 

to eliminate or at least blur to eliminate or at least blur to eliminate or at least blur to eliminate or at least blur the distinction between arthe distinction between arthe distinction between arthe distinction between art and life often by introducing t and life often by introducing t and life often by introducing t and life often by introducing 

elements of mass culture. elements of mass culture. elements of mass culture. elements of mass culture. These artists aired to "make it These artists aired to "make it These artists aired to "make it These artists aired to "make it new" and often representnew" and often representnew" and often representnew" and often represented ed ed ed 

themselves as alienated from themselves as alienated from themselves as alienated from themselves as alienated from the established order.the established order.the established order.the established order.    AvantAvantAvantAvant----garde literature and art garde literature and art garde literature and art garde literature and art 

hallenged societal norms to "shock" the sensibilities ohallenged societal norms to "shock" the sensibilities ohallenged societal norms to "shock" the sensibilities ohallenged societal norms to "shock" the sensibilities of its f its f its f its audience (Childers & audience (Childers & audience (Childers & audience (Childers & Hentzi, Hentzi, Hentzi, Hentzi, 

p.26 and Abrams, p.10). p.26 and Abrams, p.10). p.26 and Abrams, p.10). p.26 and Abrams, p.10). Surrealism Surrealism Surrealism Surrealism [also assoalso assoalso assoalso associated with the avantciated with the avantciated with the avantciated with the avant----garde and garde and garde and garde and daddaddaddadaism) aism) aism) aism) 

was initiated in pawas initiated in pawas initiated in pawas initiated in particular by Andre Breton, whose rticular by Andre Breton, whose rticular by Andre Breton, whose rticular by Andre Breton, whose 924 "Manifesto of Sur924 "Manifesto of Sur924 "Manifesto of Sur924 "Manifesto of Surrealism" defined realism" defined realism" defined realism" defined 

the movement's the movement's the movement's the movement's 'adherence to the imaginat'adherence to the imaginat'adherence to the imaginat'adherence to the imagination, dreams, the fantastic, and ion, dreams, the fantastic, and ion, dreams, the fantastic, and ion, dreams, the fantastic, and the irrational." the irrational." the irrational." the irrational." 

Dada is a nonsense word and the Dada is a nonsense word and the Dada is a nonsense word and the Dada is a nonsense word and the movement, in many ways movement, in many ways movement, in many ways movement, in many ways similar to the tsimilar to the tsimilar to the tsimilar to the trends of rends of rends of rends of 

avantavantavantavant----garde and surrealism, "emgarde and surrealism, "emgarde and surrealism, "emgarde and surrealism, "emphasized absurdity, reflected a phasized absurdity, reflected a phasized absurdity, reflected a phasized absurdity, reflected a spirit of nihilism, and spirit of nihilism, and spirit of nihilism, and spirit of nihilism, and 

celebrated tcelebrated tcelebrated tcelebrated the function of he function of he function of he function of chance" (Childers & Hentzichance" (Childers & Hentzichance" (Childers & Hentzichance" (Childers & Hentzi, p. 69). Major figures include , p. 69). Major figures include , p. 69). Major figures include , p. 69). Major figures include 
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Andre Breton (brehAndre Breton (brehAndre Breton (brehAndre Breton (breh----TAWTAWTAWTAWNY, Georges Bataille (behNY, Georges Bataille (behNY, Georges Bataille (behNY, Georges Bataille (beh----TYE). TYE). TYE). TYE). Tristan Tzara, Jean ATristan Tzara, Jean ATristan Tzara, Jean ATristan Tzara, Jean Arrrrp, p, p, p, 

Richard Huelsenbeck, Francis Richard Huelsenbeck, Francis Richard Huelsenbeck, Francis Richard Huelsenbeck, Francis Picabia, Marcel DuchPicabia, Marcel DuchPicabia, Marcel DuchPicabia, Marcel Duchamp (dewamp (dewamp (dewamp (dew----SHAHN), Man Ray, Raoul SHAHN), Man Ray, Raoul SHAHN), Man Ray, Raoul SHAHN), Man Ray, Raoul 

Hausmann, Max Ernst and Kurt Schtwitters.Hausmann, Max Ernst and Kurt Schtwitters.Hausmann, Max Ernst and Kurt Schtwitters.Hausmann, Max Ernst and Kurt Schtwitters.    

    

----    Carnival . "For Bakhtin, carnival reflected the 'lived life' ofCarnival . "For Bakhtin, carnival reflected the 'lived life' ofCarnival . "For Bakhtin, carnival reflected the 'lived life' ofCarnival . "For Bakhtin, carnival reflected the 'lived life' of    medieval medieval medieval medieval 

and early modern peoples. In carnival, offiand early modern peoples. In carnival, offiand early modern peoples. In carnival, offiand early modern peoples. In carnival, officialcialcialcial    authority and high culture were jostled authority and high culture were jostled authority and high culture were jostled authority and high culture were jostled 

'from below by'from below by'from below by'from below by    

    

Structuralism is at way of thStructuralism is at way of thStructuralism is at way of thStructuralism is at way of thinking about the world which is inking about the world which is inking about the world which is inking about the world which is predominantly conpredominantly conpredominantly conpredominantly concerned cerned cerned cerned 

with the perceptions and with the perceptions and with the perceptions and with the perceptions and description of structures.description of structures.description of structures.description of structures.    At its simplest, structuralism At its simplest, structuralism At its simplest, structuralism At its simplest, structuralism claims claims claims claims 

that the naturthat the naturthat the naturthat the nature of every element in any given e of every element in any given e of every element in any given e of every element in any given situation has no signifisituation has no signifisituation has no signifisituation has no significance by itself, cance by itself, cance by itself, cance by itself, 

and in fact is and in fact is and in fact is and in fact is determined by all the determined by all the determined by all the determined by all the other elements involved in that other elements involved in that other elements involved in that other elements involved in that situation. The full situation. The full situation. The full situation. The full 

signisignisignisignificance of any entity cannot be ficance of any entity cannot be ficance of any entity cannot be ficance of any entity cannot be percpercpercperceived unless and until it ieived unless and until it ieived unless and until it ieived unless and until it is integrated into s integrated into s integrated into s integrated into 

the structure the structure the structure the structure of which it forms a part (of which it forms a part (of which it forms a part (of which it forms a part (Hawkes, p. 11). Structuralists Hawkes, p. 11). Structuralists Hawkes, p. 11). Structuralists Hawkes, p. 11). Structuralists believe that all believe that all believe that all believe that all 

human activityhuman activityhuman activityhuman activity    is constructed, not natural or is constructed, not natural or is constructed, not natural or is constructed, not natural or essential," Consequently, itessential," Consequently, itessential," Consequently, itessential," Consequently, it    is the systems is the systems is the systems is the systems 

of organizationof organizationof organizationof organization that are importanthat are importanthat are importanthat are important (wt (wt (wt (what we do is always a matter of hat we do is always a matter of hat we do is always a matter of hat we do is always a matter of selection within selection within selection within selection within 

a given construct). By this fora given construct). By this fora given construct). By this fora given construct). By this formulation, "any mulation, "any mulation, "any mulation, "any activity, from the actions of activity, from the actions of activity, from the actions of activity, from the actions of a narrative a narrative a narrative a narrative 

to not eating one's to not eating one's to not eating one's to not eating one's peas with a knife, takes placepeas with a knife, takes placepeas with a knife, takes placepeas with a knife, takes place    within a system of differences within a system of differences within a system of differences within a system of differences 

and has meaning only inand has meaning only inand has meaning only inand has meaning only in    its relatits relatits relatits relation to other possible ion to other possible ion to other possible ion to other possible activities within that sactivities within that sactivities within that sactivities within that system, ystem, ystem, ystem, 

not to some meaning that not to some meaning that not to some meaning that not to some meaning that emanates from nature or theemanates from nature or theemanates from nature or theemanates from nature or the    divine" (Childers & Hentzi, p. divine" (Childers & Hentzi, p. divine" (Childers & Hentzi, p. divine" (Childers & Hentzi, p. 

286.286.286.286.]. Major figures include Claude Levi. Major figures include Claude Levi. Major figures include Claude Levi. Major figures include Claude Levi----Strauss (LAYStrauss (LAYStrauss (LAYStrauss (LAY----    veeveeveevee----strows), A. J. Greimas strows), A. J. Greimas strows), A. J. Greimas strows), A. J. Greimas 

(GREE(GREE(GREE(GREE----mahs), Jonathan Culler,mahs), Jonathan Culler,mahs), Jonathan Culler,mahs), Jonathan Culler,    Roland Roland Roland Roland Barthes (bart), FerBarthes (bart), FerBarthes (bart), FerBarthes (bart), Ferdinand de Saussure (sohdinand de Saussure (sohdinand de Saussure (sohdinand de Saussure (soh----

SURR or SURR or SURR or SURR or sonsonsonson----ZHOR), Roman Jakobson (YAHZHOR), Roman Jakobson (YAHZHOR), Roman Jakobson (YAHZHOR), Roman Jakobson (YAH----kebkebkebkeb----sen), Vladimir Propp, and Terence sen), Vladimir Propp, and Terence sen), Vladimir Propp, and Terence sen), Vladimir Propp, and Terence 

Hawkes. Hawkes. Hawkes. Hawkes.     

    

Semiotics, simply put, is the science of signs. SemiologySemiotics, simply put, is the science of signs. SemiologySemiotics, simply put, is the science of signs. SemiologySemiotics, simply put, is the science of signs. Semiology    proposes that a great proposes that a great proposes that a great proposes that a great 

diversity of our human action diversity of our human action diversity of our human action diversity of our human action andandandand    productions our bodily postures and gestures, the productions our bodily postures and gestures, the productions our bodily postures and gestures, the productions our bodily postures and gestures, the 

the socialthe socialthe socialthe social    rituals we perform, the clothes we wear, The meals we serve.the buildings rituals we perform, the clothes we wear, The meals we serve.the buildings rituals we perform, the clothes we wear, The meals we serve.the buildings rituals we perform, the clothes we wear, The meals we serve.the buildings 

we inhabitwe inhabitwe inhabitwe inhabit    ----    all convey "shared meanings toall convey "shared meanings toall convey "shared meanings toall convey "shared meanings to    members of a particular culture, and so members of a particular culture, and so members of a particular culture, and so members of a particular culture, and so 

can be analyzed ascan be analyzed ascan be analyzed ascan be analyzed as    signs which fusigns which fusigns which fusigns which function in diverse kinds of signifying systems.nction in diverse kinds of signifying systems.nction in diverse kinds of signifying systems.nction in diverse kinds of signifying systems.    
Linguistics (the study of verbal signs and structures) is onlyLinguistics (the study of verbal signs and structures) is onlyLinguistics (the study of verbal signs and structures) is onlyLinguistics (the study of verbal signs and structures) is only    one branch of semiotics one branch of semiotics one branch of semiotics one branch of semiotics 

but supplies the basic methods andbut supplies the basic methods andbut supplies the basic methods andbut supplies the basic methods and    terms which are used in the study of all other terms which are used in the study of all other terms which are used in the study of all other terms which are used in the study of all other 

social signsocial signsocial signsocial sign    systems (Abrams, p. 170), Masystems (Abrams, p. 170), Masystems (Abrams, p. 170), Masystems (Abrams, p. 170), Major figures include Charlesjor figures include Charlesjor figures include Charlesjor figures include Charles    Peirce, Ferdinand Peirce, Ferdinand Peirce, Ferdinand Peirce, Ferdinand 

de Saussure, Michel Foucault (foude Saussure, Michel Foucault (foude Saussure, Michel Foucault (foude Saussure, Michel Foucault (fou----KOH),KOH),KOH),KOH),    Umberto Eco, Gerund GenUmberto Eco, Gerund GenUmberto Eco, Gerund GenUmberto Eco, Gerund Genette, and Roland ette, and Roland ette, and Roland ette, and Roland 

Barthes (bart).Barthes (bart).Barthes (bart).Barthes (bart).    
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    ----    """"pairs of mutually exclusive signifiers inpairs of mutually exclusive signifiers inpairs of mutually exclusive signifiers inpairs of mutually exclusive signifiers in    aparadigm set aparadigm set aparadigm set aparadigm set 

representing representing representing representing categories which are logicallycategories which are logicallycategories which are logicallycategories which are logically    opposed and which together define a opposed and which together define a opposed and which together define a opposed and which together define a 

complete universe ofcomplete universe ofcomplete universe ofcomplete universe of    fiscourse (relevant ontological domain), e.g. alive/notfiscourse (relevant ontological domain), e.g. alive/notfiscourse (relevant ontological domain), e.g. alive/notfiscourse (relevant ontological domain), e.g. alive/not----alive. Inalive. Inalive. Inalive. In    
such oppositions each term necessarily implies its opposite andsuch oppositions each term necessarily implies its opposite andsuch oppositions each term necessarily implies its opposite andsuch oppositions each term necessarily implies its opposite and    there is no middle there is no middle there is no middle there is no middle 

term" (Daniel Chandterm" (Daniel Chandterm" (Daniel Chandterm" (Daniel Chandler)ler)ler)ler)....    

    
    ----    a term dea term dea term dea term developed by Claude Leviveloped by Claude Leviveloped by Claude Leviveloped by Claude Levi----Strauss Strauss Strauss Strauss ----    mythemes are the mythemes are the mythemes are the mythemes are the smallessmallessmallessmallest t t t 

component parts of a myth. By component parts of a myth. By component parts of a myth. By component parts of a myth. By breaking up myths breaking up myths breaking up myths breaking up myths into mythemes, those structures into mythemes, those structures into mythemes, those structures into mythemes, those structures 

(mythemes) may be studied chr(mythemes) may be studied chr(mythemes) may be studied chr(mythemes) may be studied chronologically (onologically (onologically (onologically (----    diacrhonically) diacrhonically) diacrhonically) diacrhonically) oooor synchronically/ r synchronically/ r synchronically/ r synchronically/ 

relationalrelationalrelationalrelationally. ly. ly. ly. Sign vs. Symbol Sign vs. Symbol Sign vs. Symbol Sign vs. Symbol ----    According to Saussure, "According to Saussure, "According to Saussure, "According to Saussure, "WordsWordsWordsWords    are not are not are not are not symbols which symbols which symbols which symbols which 

correspond to recorrespond to recorrespond to recorrespond to referents, but rather are 'signs' ferents, but rather are 'signs' ferents, but rather are 'signs' ferents, but rather are 'signs' which are made up of two partwhich are made up of two partwhich are made up of two partwhich are made up of two parts (like s (like s (like s (like 

two sides of a sheet of two sides of a sheet of two sides of a sheet of two sides of a sheet of paper): a mark,either written or sppaper): a mark,either written or sppaper): a mark,either written or sppaper): a mark,either written or spoken, called a 'signifier,' oken, called a 'signifier,' oken, called a 'signifier,' oken, called a 'signifier,' 

and and and and a concept (what is 'thought' wa concept (what is 'thought' wa concept (what is 'thought' wa concept (what is 'thought' when the mark is made), called a hen the mark is made), called a hen the mark is made), called a hen the mark is made), called a signified" (Selden signified" (Selden signified" (Selden signified" (Selden 

and Widdowson 104 and Widdowson 104 and Widdowson 104 and Widdowson 104 ----    see Generasee Generasee Generasee Genera    Resources below). The dResources below). The dResources below). The dResources below). The distinction is important istinction is important istinction is important istinction is important 

because because because because Saussure contended that the relSaussure contended that the relSaussure contended that the relSaussure contended that the relationship between signifieationship between signifieationship between signifieationship between signifier and r and r and r and signified is signified is signified is signified is 

arbitrary; the onlyarbitrary; the onlyarbitrary; the onlyarbitrary; the only    way we can distinguish meaning way we can distinguish meaning way we can distinguish meaning way we can distinguish meaning is by difference (one sign or word is by difference (one sign or word is by difference (one sign or word is by difference (one sign or word 

differs from another).differs from another).differs from another).differs from another).    

    

    ----    The relational nature of languaThe relational nature of languaThe relational nature of languaThe relational nature of language implied by Saussure's ge implied by Saussure's ge implied by Saussure's ge implied by Saussure's 

system system system system rejects the concept that rejects the concept that rejects the concept that rejects the concept that a word/symboa word/symboa word/symboa word/symbol corresponds to an l corresponds to an l corresponds to an l corresponds to an outside outside outside outside 

object/referent. Instobject/referent. Instobject/referent. Instobject/referent. Instead, meaningead, meaningead, meaningead, meaning----the interpretation the interpretation the interpretation the interpretation of a signof a signof a signof a sign----can exist only in can exist only in can exist only in can exist only in 

relatirelatirelatirelationship with other signs. Selden onship with other signs. Selden onship with other signs. Selden onship with other signs. Selden and Widdawson use the signand Widdawson use the signand Widdawson use the signand Widdawson use the sign    system of traffic system of traffic system of traffic system of traffic 

lights as an lights as an lights as an lights as an example. The color red, in that system, signifies "example. The color red, in that system, signifies "example. The color red, in that system, signifies "example. The color red, in that system, signifies "stop,”stop,”stop,”stop,”    even even even even though though though though 

"there is no natural bo"there is no natural bo"there is no natural bo"there is no natural bond between red and stop' (105). nd between red and stop' (105). nd between red and stop' (105). nd between red and stop' (105). Meaning is derived entirely Meaning is derived entirely Meaning is derived entirely Meaning is derived entirely 

tttthrough difference, "a system of hrough difference, "a system of hrough difference, "a system of hrough difference, "a system of opposites and contrasts." e.g., referring back to the opposites and contrasts." e.g., referring back to the opposites and contrasts." e.g., referring back to the opposites and contrasts." e.g., referring back to the 

traffictraffictraffictraffic    lights' example, red's meaning deplights' example, red's meaning deplights' example, red's meaning deplights' example, red's meaning depends on the fact that it ends on the fact that it ends on the fact that it ends on the fact that it is not green and is not green and is not green and is not green and 

not amber (105) not amber (105) not amber (105) not amber (105) Structuralist narratStructuralist narratStructuralist narratStructuralist narratology ology ology ology ----"a form of structuralism "a form of structuralism "a form of structuralism "a form of structuralism espoused by espoused by espoused by espoused by 

VladimirVladimirVladimirVladimir    Propp, Tzvetan Todorov, Roland Propp, Tzvetan Todorov, Roland Propp, Tzvetan Todorov, Roland Propp, Tzvetan Todorov, Roland Barthes, and Gerard GenetteBarthes, and Gerard GenetteBarthes, and Gerard GenetteBarthes, and Gerard Genette    that illustrates that illustrates that illustrates that illustrates 

how a story's how a story's how a story's how a story's meaning develops from its overalmeaning develops from its overalmeaning develops from its overalmeaning develops from its overall structure (its langue) ratl structure (its langue) ratl structure (its langue) ratl structure (its langue) rather her her her than than than than 

from each individual story'sfrom each individual story'sfrom each individual story'sfrom each individual story's    isolated theme. To ascertain a isolated theme. To ascertain a isolated theme. To ascertain a isolated theme. To ascertain a text's meaning, narratologiststext's meaning, narratologiststext's meaning, narratologiststext's meaning, narratologists    

emphasize grammatical elements emphasize grammatical elements emphasize grammatical elements emphasize grammatical elements such as verb tenses and the relasuch as verb tenses and the relasuch as verb tenses and the relasuch as verb tenses and the relationships and tionships and tionships and tionships and 

configurations of configurations of configurations of configurations of figures of speech within the stofigures of speech within the stofigures of speech within the stofigures of speech within the story" (Bresslerry" (Bresslerry" (Bresslerry" (Bressler    275 275 275 275 ----    see General see General see General see General 

Resources below).Resources below).Resources below).Resources below).    

    

    (w(w(w(which is often used synonymously hich is often used synonymously hich is often used synonymously hich is often used synonymously with Deconstruction with Deconstruction with Deconstruction with Deconstruction or or or or 

Postmodernism) is a reaction Postmodernism) is a reaction Postmodernism) is a reaction Postmodernism) is a reaction to structuralism and worto structuralism and worto structuralism and worto structuralism and works against seeing language as a ks against seeing language as a ks against seeing language as a ks against seeing language as a 

stable, closed stable, closed stable, closed stable, closed system. "It is a shift from seeing the poem orsystem. "It is a shift from seeing the poem orsystem. "It is a shift from seeing the poem orsystem. "It is a shift from seeing the poem or    ninel as a closed entity, ninel as a closed entity, ninel as a closed entity, ninel as a closed entity, 

equipped with definite meanequipped with definite meanequipped with definite meanequipped with definite meanings which it in the critic's ings which it in the critic's ings which it in the critic's ings which it in the critic's task to dtask to dtask to dtask to decipher, to seeing ecipher, to seeing ecipher, to seeing ecipher, to seeing 

literature a literature a literature a literature a irreducible plural, an endleirreducible plural, an endleirreducible plural, an endleirreducible plural, an endless play of signifiers which can ss play of signifiers which can ss play of signifiers which can ss play of signifiers which can never be finally never be finally never be finally never be finally 

nailed dnailed dnailed dnailed down own own own to a single center, essence, or to a single center, essence, or to a single center, essence, or to a single center, essence, or meaning" (Eagleton meaning" (Eagleton meaning" (Eagleton meaning" (Eagleton 120 120 120 120 ----    see reference see reference see reference see reference 

below under below under below under below under "General References"). J"General References"). J"General References"). J"General References"). Jacques Derrida's (dairacques Derrida's (dairacques Derrida's (dairacques Derrida's (dair----reereereeree----DAH) DAH) DAH) DAH) paper on paper on paper on paper on 
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"Structure, Sign, a"Structure, Sign, a"Structure, Sign, a"Structure, Sign, and Play in the Discourse of the nd Play in the Discourse of the nd Play in the Discourse of the nd Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences (deliverHuman Sciences (deliverHuman Sciences (deliverHuman Sciences (delivered in 1966) ed in 1966) ed in 1966) ed in 1966) 

proved particularlproved particularlproved particularlproved particularly y y y influential in the creationinfluential in the creationinfluential in the creationinfluential in the creation    of postof postof postof post----structuralism. Derrida structuralism. Derrida structuralism. Derrida structuralism. Derrida argued against, argued against, argued against, argued against, 

in essence, in essence, in essence, in essence, the notion of a knowable center the notion of a knowable center the notion of a knowable center the notion of a knowable center (the Western ideal of logoce(the Western ideal of logoce(the Western ideal of logoce(the Western ideal of logocentrism), a ntrism), a ntrism), a ntrism), a 

structure that could structure that could structure that could structure that could organize the differential organize the differential organize the differential organize the differential play of language or thought but play of language or thought but play of language or thought but play of language or thought but somehow somehow somehow somehow 

remain imremain imremain imremain immunmunmunmune to the same "play" it depicts e to the same "play" it depicts e to the same "play" it depicts e to the same "play" it depicts (Abrams, 458(Abrams, 458(Abrams, 458(Abrams, 458----9). Derrida's9). Derrida's9). Derrida's9). Derrida's    critique of critique of critique of critique of 
structuralism also structuralism also structuralism also structuralism also heralded the advent ofheralded the advent ofheralded the advent ofheralded the advent of    deconstruction thatdeconstruction thatdeconstruction thatdeconstruction that----like post like post like post like post ----    structuralismstructuralismstructuralismstructuralism----

critiques the notion of "origin" built intocritiques the notion of "origin" built intocritiques the notion of "origin" built intocritiques the notion of "origin" built into    

    

Structuralism. In nStructuralism. In nStructuralism. In nStructuralism. In negative terms, deconstruction egative terms, deconstruction egative terms, deconstruction egative terms, deconstruction --------    particularly as articulated by Derridaparticularly as articulated by Derridaparticularly as articulated by Derridaparticularly as articulated by Derrida----

has often come to behas often come to behas often come to behas often come to be    ntergreted as "anything gntergreted as "anything gntergreted as "anything gntergreted as "anything goes" since nothing has any real oes" since nothing has any real oes" since nothing has any real oes" since nothing has any real 

meaning or truth. More meaning or truth. More meaning or truth. More meaning or truth. More positively, it may posited that positively, it may posited that positively, it may posited that positively, it may posited that Derrida, like Paul de Man (deDerrida, like Paul de Man (deDerrida, like Paul de Man (deDerrida, like Paul de Man (de----

MAHN) and other postMAHN) and other postMAHN) and other postMAHN) and other post    ----    structuralists, really askstructuralists, really askstructuralists, really askstructuralists, really asks for rigor, that is, a type of s for rigor, that is, a type of s for rigor, that is, a type of s for rigor, that is, a type of 

interpretation that is constantlinterpretation that is constantlinterpretation that is constantlinterpretation that is constantly and ruthlessly self y and ruthlessly self y and ruthlessly self y and ruthlessly self ----    conscious and on guard. Siconscious and on guard. Siconscious and on guard. Siconscious and on guard. Similarly, milarly, milarly, milarly, 

Christopher Norris (in Christopher Norris (in Christopher Norris (in Christopher Norris (in "What's Wrong with Pos"What's Wrong with Pos"What's Wrong with Pos"What's Wrong with Postmodernism?') Launches a coxent tmodernism?') Launches a coxent tmodernism?') Launches a coxent tmodernism?') Launches a coxent 

argument against simplisticargument against simplisticargument against simplisticargument against simplistic    attacks of Derrida's theories: attacks of Derrida's theories: attacks of Derrida's theories: attacks of Derrida's theories: On this question On this question On this question On this question [the tendency the tendency the tendency the tendency 

of critics to read deconstructof critics to read deconstructof critics to read deconstructof critics to read deconstruction “us ion “us ion “us ion “us species of allspecies of allspecies of allspecies of all----licensing sophistilicensing sophistilicensing sophistilicensing sophisticat 'freeplay""), as cat 'freeplay""), as cat 'freeplay""), as cat 'freeplay""), as 

on so many on so many on so many on so many others, the issue has been obscured others, the issue has been obscured others, the issue has been obscured others, the issue has been obscured by a failure to grasp Derrida's by a failure to grasp Derrida's by a failure to grasp Derrida's by a failure to grasp Derrida's point point point point 

when he identifiewhen he identifiewhen he identifiewhen he identifies those s those s those s those problematic factors in language problematic factors in language problematic factors in language problematic factors in language (catuchreses, slippages (catuchreses, slippages (catuchreses, slippages (catuchreses, slippages 

between "literal' and 'figbetween "literal' and 'figbetween "literal' and 'figbetween "literal' and 'figural' sense, ural' sense, ural' sense, ural' sense, subliminal metaphors mistaken subliminal metaphors mistaken subliminal metaphors mistaken subliminal metaphors mistaken for determinate for determinate for determinate for determinate 

concepts) whose concepts) whose concepts) whose concepts) whose effecteffecteffecteffect----as in Husserfas in Husserfas in Husserfas in Husserf----is to complicate the passage from what theis to complicate the passage from what theis to complicate the passage from what theis to complicate the passage from what the    

text manifestly means to satext manifestly means to satext manifestly means to satext manifestly means to say so y so y so y so what it actually says when rend what it actually says when rend what it actually says when rend what it actually says when rend with an eye to its with an eye to its with an eye to its with an eye to its 

latent or covert siglatent or covert siglatent or covert siglatent or covert signifying structures. This 'free nifying structures. This 'free nifying structures. This 'free nifying structures. This 'free ----    play' has nothing whatsoever to do play' has nothing whatsoever to do play' has nothing whatsoever to do play' has nothing whatsoever to do 

with that notion of an outwith that notion of an outwith that notion of an outwith that notion of an out----andandandand----    but hermeticunic license whibut hermeticunic license whibut hermeticunic license whibut hermeticunic license which would finally come down ch would finally come down ch would finally come down ch would finally come down 

to a to a to a to a series of slogans liseries of slogans liseries of slogans liseries of slogans like "all reading is misreading.” "Allke "all reading is misreading.” "Allke "all reading is misreading.” "Allke "all reading is misreading.” "All    interpretation is interpretation is interpretation is interpretation is 

misinterpretation,” etc. If Derrida's texts havemisinterpretation,” etc. If Derrida's texts havemisinterpretation,” etc. If Derrida's texts havemisinterpretation,” etc. If Derrida's texts have    been read that way. Most often by been read that way. Most often by been read that way. Most often by been read that way. Most often by 

lilililiterary critics in quest of more adventurous hes terary critics in quest of more adventurous hes terary critics in quest of more adventurous hes terary critics in quest of more adventurous hes modemodemodemodelslslsls----this is just one sign of the this is just one sign of the this is just one sign of the this is just one sign of the 

widespread deformation profewidespread deformation profewidespread deformation profewidespread deformation professiossiossiossionelle that has attended the nelle that has attended the nelle that has attended the nelle that has attended the advent of deconstruction advent of deconstruction advent of deconstruction advent of deconstruction 

as aas aas aas a    new arrival on the US academic new arrival on the US academic new arrival on the US academic new arrival on the US academic scene. (151)scene. (151)scene. (151)scene. (151)    

    

In addition to Jacques DerIn addition to Jacques DerIn addition to Jacques DerIn addition to Jacques Derrida, key poststructuralist and rida, key poststructuralist and rida, key poststructuralist and rida, key poststructuralist and deconstructive figures incdeconstructive figures incdeconstructive figures incdeconstructive figures include lude lude lude 

Michel Foucault (fouMichel Foucault (fouMichel Foucault (fouMichel Foucault (fou----KOH), KOH), KOH), KOH), Roland Barthes (bart), JRoland Barthes (bart), JRoland Barthes (bart), JRoland Barthes (bart), Jean Baudrillaean Baudrillaean Baudrillaean Baudrillard (zhon bobrd (zhon bobrd (zhon bobrd (zhon bob----dree dree dree dree ----    

YAHR), Helene CixoYAHR), Helene CixoYAHR), Helene CixoYAHR), Helene Cixous (seckus (seckus (seckus (seck----soo), Paul de Man (desoo), Paul de Man (desoo), Paul de Man (desoo), Paul de Man (de----    MAHN), J, Hillis MAHN), J, Hillis MAHN), J, Hillis MAHN), J, Hillis Miller,Miller,Miller,Miller,    Jacques Jacques Jacques Jacques 

Lacan (lawkLacan (lawkLacan (lawkLacan (lawk----KAWN), and KAWN), and KAWN), and KAWN), and Barbara Johnson.Barbara Johnson.Barbara Johnson.Barbara Johnson.    

    

----    a moment of undecidability. The a moment of undecidability. The a moment of undecidability. The a moment of undecidability. The inherent contradictions found inherent contradictions found inherent contradictions found inherent contradictions found 

in in in in any text. Derrida, for example, any text. Derrida, for example, any text. Derrida, for example, any text. Derrida, for example, rites the inherent contradrites the inherent contradrites the inherent contradrites the inherent contradictions at work in Jean ictions at work in Jean ictions at work in Jean ictions at work in Jean 

Jacques Jacques Jacques Jacques Rousseau's use of Rousseau's use of Rousseau's use of Rousseau's use of the words culture and nature by the words culture and nature by the words culture and nature by the words culture and nature by demonstrating that demonstrating that demonstrating that demonstrating that 

Rousseau's seRousseau's seRousseau's seRousseau's sense of the self's innocence (in nse of the self's innocence (in nse of the self's innocence (in nse of the self's innocence (in nature) is already nature) is already nature) is already nature) is already corrupted bycorrupted bycorrupted bycorrupted by    the the the the 

concept of culture (and concept of culture (and concept of culture (and concept of culture (and existence) and vice versa.existence) and vice versa.existence) and vice versa.existence) and vice versa.    

    ----    a combinata combinata combinata combination of the meanings in the word ion of the meanings in the word ion of the meanings in the word ion of the meanings in the word difference. The concept difference. The concept difference. The concept difference. The concept 

meameameameans ans ans ans a}    differer or to differ. 2) differer or to differ. 2) differer or to differ. 2) differer or to differ. 2) differance which means to delay differance which means to delay differance which means to delay differance which means to delay or postpone (defer), or postpone (defer), or postpone (defer), or postpone (defer), 

and 3) the and 3) the and 3) the and 3) the idea of diidea of diidea of diidea of difference itself. To overfference itself. To overfference itself. To overfference itself. To oversimplify, words are always at a simplify, words are always at a simplify, words are always at a simplify, words are always at a distance distance distance distance 

from what they signify and, to make matters worse,from what they signify and, to make matters worse,from what they signify and, to make matters worse,from what they signify and, to make matters worse,    
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MustMustMustMust    be described by using other words.be described by using other words.be described by using other words.be described by using other words.    

    

    ----    ToToToTo    highlight suspect ideologies, highlight suspect ideologies, highlight suspect ideologies, highlight suspect ideologies, notions linked to the notions linked to the notions linked to the notions linked to the 

metapmetapmetapmetaphysics of presence, Derrida put hysics of presence, Derrida put hysics of presence, Derrida put hysics of presence, Derrida put them under "erasure," metaphorically pointing out them under "erasure," metaphorically pointing out them under "erasure," metaphorically pointing out them under "erasure," metaphorically pointing out 

tttthe absence he absence he absence he absence of any definitive meaning By of any definitive meaning By of any definitive meaning By of any definitive meaning By using erasure, however, Derrida using erasure, however, Derrida using erasure, however, Derrida using erasure, however, Derrida realized that realized that realized that realized that 

a "trace" will alwaa "trace" will alwaa "trace" will alwaa "trace" will always remain but that these traces ys remain but that these traces ys remain but that these traces ys remain but that these traces do not indicate the marks themsdo not indicate the marks themsdo not indicate the marks themsdo not indicate the marks themselveselveselveselves    

but rather the absence of but rather the absence of but rather the absence of but rather the absence of the marks (which emphasize the absence of "univocal the marks (which emphasize the absence of "univocal the marks (which emphasize the absence of "univocal the marks (which emphasize the absence of "univocal 

meanmeanmeanmeaning, ing, ing, ing, truth, or origin"), In contruth, or origin"), In contruth, or origin"), In contruth, or origin"), In contrast, when Heidegger similarly trast, when Heidegger similarly trast, when Heidegger similarly trast, when Heidegger similarly "crossed out" words, "crossed out" words, "crossed out" words, "crossed out" words, 

hhhhe assumed that meaning would be e assumed that meaning would be e assumed that meaning would be e assumed that meaning would be (eventually) recoverable.(eventually) recoverable.(eventually) recoverable.(eventually) recoverable.    

    ----    term associatterm associatterm associatterm associatedededed    with Derrida that "refers to the nature with Derrida that "refers to the nature with Derrida that "refers to the nature with Derrida that "refers to the nature of western of western of western of western 

thought, language and culture thought, language and culture thought, language and culture thought, language and culture since since since since Plato's era. The Greek signPlato's era. The Greek signPlato's era. The Greek signPlato's era. The Greek signifier for "word," "speech," ifier for "word," "speech," ifier for "word," "speech," ifier for "word," "speech," 

and and and and "reason," logos possesses conn"reason," logos possesses conn"reason," logos possesses conn"reason," logos possesses connotations in western culture for otations in western culture for otations in western culture for otations in western culture for law and truth. Hence, law and truth. Hence, law and truth. Hence, law and truth. Hence, 

logocelogocelogocelogocentrism refers to a ntrism refers to a ntrism refers to a ntrism refers to a culture that culture that culture that culture that revolves around a central set of supposedly revolves around a central set of supposedly revolves around a central set of supposedly revolves around a central set of supposedly 

universal principlesuniversal principlesuniversal principlesuniversal principles    or beliefs" (Wolfreys 302 or beliefs" (Wolfreys 302 or beliefs" (Wolfreys 302 or beliefs" (Wolfreys 302 ----    see General Resources below).see General Resources below).see General Resources below).see General Resources below).        

    

    ----    "beliefs including binary"beliefs including binary"beliefs including binary"beliefs including binary    oppositions, oppositions, oppositions, oppositions, logocentrism, and logocentrism, and logocentrism, and logocentrism, and 

phonocentrism that have beenphonocentrism that have beenphonocentrism that have beenphonocentrism that have been    the bathe bathe bathe basis of Western sis of Western sis of Western sis of Western philosopphilosopphilosopphilosophy since Plato" (Dobie hy since Plato" (Dobie hy since Plato" (Dobie hy since Plato" (Dobie 

153, see 153, see 153, see 153, see General Resources below),General Resources below),General Resources below),General Resources below),    

    

    ----    "According "According "According "According to Derrida, Western thinking is to Derrida, Western thinking is to Derrida, Western thinking is to Derrida, Western thinking is characterized by the logicharacterized by the logicharacterized by the logicharacterized by the logic of c of c of c of 

supplementation', which is supplementation', which is supplementation', which is supplementation', which is actually two apparentlactually two apparentlactually two apparentlactually two apparently contradictory ideas. From one y contradictory ideas. From one y contradictory ideas. From one y contradictory ideas. From one 

perspecperspecperspecperspective, a supplement setive, a supplement setive, a supplement setive, a supplement serves to enhance the presence of rves to enhance the presence of rves to enhance the presence of rves to enhance the presence of something which is something which is something which is something which is 

already compalready compalready compalready complete and selflete and selflete and selflete and self----sufficient. Thus, sufficient. Thus, sufficient. Thus, sufficient. Thus, writing is the supplement of spwriting is the supplement of spwriting is the supplement of spwriting is the supplement of speech, Eve eech, Eve eech, Eve eech, Eve 

was the supplement of was the supplement of was the supplement of was the supplement of Adam, and masturbatiAdam, and masturbatiAdam, and masturbatiAdam, and masturbation is the supplement of' natural on is the supplement of' natural on is the supplement of' natural on is the supplement of' natural sex’..Butsex’..Butsex’..Butsex’..But    

simultaneously, acsimultaneously, acsimultaneously, acsimultaneously, according to Derrida, the Western cording to Derrida, the Western cording to Derrida, the Western cording to Derrida, the Western idea of the supplement has within it idea of the supplement has within it idea of the supplement has within it idea of the supplement has within it 

the idea the idea the idea the idea that a thing that that a thing that that a thing that that a thing that has a supplement cannot be truly has a supplement cannot be truly has a supplement cannot be truly has a supplement cannot be truly 'complete in itself. If it 'complete in itself. If it 'complete in itself. If it 'complete in itself. If it 

were were were were complete without the supplement, it shouldn't need, or longcomplete without the supplement, it shouldn't need, or longcomplete without the supplement, it shouldn't need, or longcomplete without the supplement, it shouldn't need, or long. . . . for, the supplefor, the supplefor, the supplefor, the supplement. ment. ment. ment. 

The fact that a thing canThe fact that a thing canThe fact that a thing canThe fact that a thing can    be added to to be added to to be added to to be added to to make it even more 'present' make it even more 'present' make it even more 'present' make it even more 'present' or whole' means or whole' means or whole' means or whole' means 

that there is a that there is a that there is a that there is a hole (which Derrida cahole (which Derrida cahole (which Derrida cahole (which Derrida called an originary lack) and the lled an originary lack) and the lled an originary lack) and the lled an originary lack) and the supplement can fill supplement can fill supplement can fill supplement can fill 

that hole. Tthat hole. Tthat hole. Tthat hole. The metaphorical opening of this he metaphorical opening of this he metaphorical opening of this he metaphorical opening of this "hole" Derrida called invaginat"hole" Derrida called invaginat"hole" Derrida called invaginat"hole" Derrida called invagination. From this ion. From this ion. From this ion. From this 

perspective, theperspective, theperspective, theperspective, the    supplement does not enhance ssupplement does not enhance ssupplement does not enhance ssupplement does not enhance something's presence, but rather omething's presence, but rather omething's presence, but rather omething's presence, but rather 

underscores its absence" underscores its absence" underscores its absence" underscores its absence" (from Wikipedia . definition of (from Wikipedia . definition of (from Wikipedia . definition of (from Wikipedia . definition of supplement).supplement).supplement).supplement).    

    

    ----    from Lois Tyson (see General Resources below):from Lois Tyson (see General Resources below):from Lois Tyson (see General Resources below):from Lois Tyson (see General Resources below):    "Meaning seems to reside "Meaning seems to reside "Meaning seems to reside "Meaning seems to reside 

in woin woin woin words (orrds (orrds (orrds (or    in things) only when we in things) only when we in things) only when we in things) only when we distinguish their difference frdistinguish their difference frdistinguish their difference frdistinguish their difference from other words (or om other words (or om other words (or om other words (or 

things). For things). For things). For things). For example, if we believed that all example, if we believed that all example, if we believed that all example, if we believed that all objects were the same color, we objects were the same color, we objects were the same color, we objects were the same color, we wouldn't wouldn't wouldn't wouldn't 

need the word red (or blneed the word red (or blneed the word red (or blneed the word red (or blue or green) at all. Red is red ue or green) at all. Red is red ue or green) at all. Red is red ue or green) at all. Red is red only because we believe it to only because we believe it to only because we believe it to only because we believe it to 

bbbbe diffee diffee diffee different from blue and green rent from blue and green rent from blue and green rent from blue and green (and because we believe color (and because we believe color (and because we believe color (and because we believe color to be different from to be different from to be different from to be different from 

shape). So shape). So shape). So shape). So the word red carries with it the trace the word red carries with it the trace the word red carries with it the trace the word red carries with it the trace of all the signifiers it is not of all the signifiers it is not of all the signifiers it is not of all the signifiers it is not (for it (for it (for it (for it 

is in contrast to other signifis in contrast to other signifis in contrast to other signifis in contrast to other signifiers that we define it)" (245). iers that we define it)" (245). iers that we define it)" (245). iers that we define it)" (245). Tyson's explanation helps Tyson's explanation helps Tyson's explanation helps Tyson's explanation helps 

exexexexplain what Derrida meansplain what Derrida meansplain what Derrida meansplain what Derrida means    when he when he when he when he states "thstates "thstates "thstates "the trace itself does not exist." e trace itself does not exist." e trace itself does not exist." e trace itself does not exist."     
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    ----    from Charles Bressler (see from Charles Bressler (see from Charles Bressler (see from Charles Bressler (see General Resources below): aGeneral Resources below): aGeneral Resources below): aGeneral Resources below): a    

term introduced by Derrida who term introduced by Derrida who term introduced by Derrida who term introduced by Derrida who asserts that from the time oasserts that from the time oasserts that from the time oasserts that from the time of Plato to the present, f Plato to the present, f Plato to the present, f Plato to the present, 

Western Western Western Western culture has been founded on a cculture has been founded on a cculture has been founded on a cculture has been founded on a classic, fundamental error: the lassic, fundamental error: the lassic, fundamental error: the lassic, fundamental error: the searching for a searching for a searching for a searching for a 

transcendental transcendental transcendental transcendental signified, an external point of signified, an external point of signified, an external point of signified, an external point of reference on which one mayreference on which one mayreference on which one mayreference on which one may    build a build a build a build a 

concept or philosophy. concept or philosophy. concept or philosophy. concept or philosophy. Once found, this transceOnce found, this transceOnce found, this transceOnce found, this transcendental signifiedndental signifiedndental signifiedndental signified    would provide would provide would provide would provide ultimate ultimate ultimate ultimate 

meaning. It would guarantee a 'center'meaning. It would guarantee a 'center'meaning. It would guarantee a 'center'meaning. It would guarantee a 'center'    of of of of meaning...." (287).meaning...." (287).meaning...." (287).meaning...." (287).    

    

    

    

ThoughThoughThoughThough    often used interchanoften used interchanoften used interchanoften used interchangeably with postgeably with postgeably with postgeably with post----structuralism, structuralism, structuralism, structuralism, postmodernism is a much postmodernism is a much postmodernism is a much postmodernism is a much 

broader term and encompassesbroader term and encompassesbroader term and encompassesbroader term and encompasses    TheoriesTheoriesTheoriesTheories    of art, literature, culture,of art, literature, culture,of art, literature, culture,of art, literature, culture,    architecture, and so architecture, and so architecture, and so architecture, and so 

forth. In forth. In forth. In forth. In relation to literary study, relation to literary study, relation to literary study, relation to literary study, the term postmodernism has been the term postmodernism has been the term postmodernism has been the term postmodernism has been articulately defined articulately defined articulately defined articulately defined 

by Shab by Shab by Shab by Shab Hassan, In Hassan's formulation Hassan, In Hassan's formulation Hassan, In Hassan's formulation Hassan, In Hassan's formulation postminderniampostminderniampostminderniampostminderniam    differs from modernism in differs from modernism in differs from modernism in differs from modernism in 

several ways:several ways:several ways:several ways:    

    

PurposePurposePurposePurpose    PlayPlayPlayPlay    
DesignDesignDesignDesign    ChanceChanceChanceChance    
HierarchyHierarchyHierarchyHierarchy    AnarchyAnarchyAnarchyAnarchy    
HypotacticHypotacticHypotacticHypotactic    ParatacticParatacticParatacticParatactic    
TantalizationTantalizationTantalizationTantalization    DeconstructionDeconstructionDeconstructionDeconstruction    
PresencePresencePresencePresence    AbsenceAbsenceAbsenceAbsence    
Root / DepthRoot / DepthRoot / DepthRoot / Depth    Rhizome / SurfaceRhizome / SurfaceRhizome / SurfaceRhizome / Surface    
SynthesisSynthesisSynthesisSynthesis    Antithesis Antithesis Antithesis Antithesis     
UrbanismUrbanismUrbanismUrbanism    Anarchy and fragmentationAnarchy and fragmentationAnarchy and fragmentationAnarchy and fragmentation    
ElitismElitismElitismElitism    Anti Anti Anti Anti –    AuthoritarianismAuthoritarianismAuthoritarianismAuthoritarianism    

    

In its simplest terms, postmIn its simplest terms, postmIn its simplest terms, postmIn its simplest terms, postmodernism consists of the period odernism consists of the period odernism consists of the period odernism consists of the period following high modernismfollowing high modernismfollowing high modernismfollowing high modernism    

and includes the many theories and includes the many theories and includes the many theories and includes the many theories that date from that time, e.g, that date from that time, e.g, that date from that time, e.g, that date from that time, e.g, structuralism, semiotics, structuralism, semiotics, structuralism, semiotics, structuralism, semiotics, 

post post post post ----    StructuralismStructuralismStructuralismStructuralism, deconst, deconst, deconst, deconstruction, and so forth, For Jean ruction, and so forth, For Jean ruction, and so forth, For Jean ruction, and so forth, For Jean Baudrillard, postmodernisBaudrillard, postmodernisBaudrillard, postmodernisBaudrillard, postmodernism m m m 

marks a culture composed " of marks a culture composed " of marks a culture composed " of marks a culture composed " of disparate fragmentary expdisparate fragmentary expdisparate fragmentary expdisparate fragmentary experiences and images that eriences and images that eriences and images that eriences and images that 

constantly bombard constantly bombard constantly bombard constantly bombard the individuthe individuthe individuthe individual in music, video, al in music, video, al in music, video, al in music, video, television, advertising and otelevision, advertising and otelevision, advertising and otelevision, advertising and other forms ther forms ther forms ther forms 

of electronic media. of electronic media. of electronic media. of electronic media. The speed and ease of reThe speed and ease of reThe speed and ease of reThe speed and ease of reproduction of these images mean production of these images mean production of these images mean production of these images mean that that that that 

they exist only as image,they exist only as image,they exist only as image,they exist only as image,    devoid of depth, coherence, or devoid of depth, coherence, or devoid of depth, coherence, or devoid of depth, coherence, or originality" (Childers and Hentai originality" (Childers and Hentai originality" (Childers and Hentai originality" (Childers and Hentai 
235).235).235).235).    

    

New HistoriNew HistoriNew HistoriNew Historicisan (sometimes referred to as cisan (sometimes referred to as cisan (sometimes referred to as cisan (sometimes referred to as Cultural Poetics)Cultural Poetics)Cultural Poetics)Cultural Poetics)    emerged in the 1970s emerged in the 1970s emerged in the 1970s emerged in the 1970s 

and 1980s, largely in reaction to theand 1980s, largely in reaction to theand 1980s, largely in reaction to theand 1980s, largely in reaction to the    Lingering effects of NeLingering effects of NeLingering effects of NeLingering effects of New Criticism and its w Criticism and its w Criticism and its w Criticism and its 

ahistorical ahistorical ahistorical ahistorical approach. "New" Hiapproach. "New" Hiapproach. "New" Hiapproach. "New" Historicism's adjectival emphasis storicism's adjectival emphasis storicism's adjectival emphasis storicism's adjectival emphasis highlights its opposition to highlights its opposition to highlights its opposition to highlights its opposition to 

the old historicalthe old historicalthe old historicalthe old historical----biographical biographical biographical biographical criticism prevalent before criticism prevalent before criticism prevalent before criticism prevalent before the advent of New Criticism, In the advent of New Criticism, In the advent of New Criticism, In the advent of New Criticism, In 

the earlier historicalthe earlier historicalthe earlier historicalthe earlier historical----biograpbiograpbiograpbiographical criticism, literature was hical criticism, literature was hical criticism, literature was hical criticism, literature was seen as a (mimetic) reflection seen as a (mimetic) reflection seen as a (mimetic) reflection seen as a (mimetic) reflection 

of thof thof thof the histe histe histe historical world in orical world in orical world in orical world in which it was produced.which it was produced.which it was produced.which it was produced.    Further, history was viewed as Further, history was viewed as Further, history was viewed as Further, history was viewed as stable, stable, stable, stable, 
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linear, and recolinear, and recolinear, and recolinear, and recoverableverableverableverable----a narrative of fact. In a narrative of fact. In a narrative of fact. In a narrative of fact. In contrast, New Historcontrast, New Historcontrast, New Historcontrast, New Historicism views history icism views history icism views history icism views history 

sceptically sceptically sceptically sceptically (historical narrative is inhere(historical narrative is inhere(historical narrative is inhere(historical narrative is inherently subjective), but also more ntly subjective), but also more ntly subjective), but also more ntly subjective), but also more broadly; historbroadly; historbroadly; historbroadly; history y y y 

includes all of tincludes all of tincludes all of tincludes all of the cultural, social, political. he cultural, social, political. he cultural, social, political. he cultural, social, political. anthropological discourseanthropological discourseanthropological discourseanthropological discourses at work in any s at work in any s at work in any s at work in any 

given age, and given age, and given age, and given age, and these various "texts" are unranked these various "texts" are unranked these various "texts" are unranked these various "texts" are unranked ----    any text may yieldany text may yieldany text may yieldany text may yield    information information information information 

valuable in understanding a particular milieu,valuable in understanding a particular milieu,valuable in understanding a particular milieu,valuable in understanding a particular milieu,    Rather than forming a backdrop, tRather than forming a backdrop, tRather than forming a backdrop, tRather than forming a backdrop, the many he many he many he many 
discourses atdiscourses atdiscourses atdiscourses at    work at any given time afwork at any given time afwork at any given time afwork at any given time affect both an author and his/her fect both an author and his/her fect both an author and his/her fect both an author and his/her text; both text; both text; both text; both 

are inescapaare inescapaare inescapaare inescapably part of a social construct. bly part of a social construct. bly part of a social construct. bly part of a social construct. Stephen Greenblatt wasStephen Greenblatt wasStephen Greenblatt wasStephen Greenblatt was    an early important an early important an early important an early important 

figure, and figure, and figure, and figure, and Michel Foucault'sMichel Foucault'sMichel Foucault'sMichel Foucault's    (fou(fou(fou(fou----KOH) intertextual methods KOH) intertextual methods KOH) intertextual methods KOH) intertextual methods focusing especiallyfocusing especiallyfocusing especiallyfocusing especially    on on on on 

ississississues such as power and knowledge ues such as power and knowledge ues such as power and knowledge ues such as power and knowledge proved very influentiproved very influentiproved very influentiproved very influential, Other major figures al, Other major figures al, Other major figures al, Other major figures 

include include include include Clifford Geerty, LouisClifford Geerty, LouisClifford Geerty, LouisClifford Geerty, Louis    Montrose, Catherine Gallagher, Montrose, Catherine Gallagher, Montrose, Catherine Gallagher, Montrose, Catherine Gallagher, Jonathan Dollimore, and Jonathan Dollimore, and Jonathan Dollimore, and Jonathan Dollimore, and 

Jerome Mccann,Jerome Mccann,Jerome Mccann,Jerome Mccann,    

    

    ----    from Wolfreys from Wolfreys from Wolfreys from Wolfreys ----    see Generasee Generasee Generasee General Resources belowl Resources belowl Resources belowl Resources below]    "defined by Michel Foucaul"defined by Michel Foucaul"defined by Michel Foucaul"defined by Michel Foucault t t t 

as language practices that is as language practices that is as language practices that is as language practices that is language as it is used by vlanguage as it is used by vlanguage as it is used by vlanguage as it is used by various constituencies (the arious constituencies (the arious constituencies (the arious constituencies (the 

law, law, law, law, medicine, the church, for emedicine, the church, for emedicine, the church, for emedicine, the church, for example) for purposes to do with xample) for purposes to do with xample) for purposes to do with xample) for purposes to do with powepowepowepower relationships r relationships r relationships r relationships 

between people" between people" between people" between people" Episteme Episteme Episteme Episteme ----[from Wolfreysfrom Wolfreysfrom Wolfreysfrom Wolfreys    ----    see General Resources belowsee General Resources belowsee General Resources belowsee General Resources below]    ----"Michel "Michel "Michel "Michel 

Foucault employs tFoucault employs tFoucault employs tFoucault employs the idea of episteme to indicate he idea of episteme to indicate he idea of episteme to indicate he idea of episteme to indicate a particular group of a particular group of a particular group of a particular group of knowledges knowledges knowledges knowledges 

and discourses which and discourses which and discourses which and discourses which operate in concert as the doperate in concert as the doperate in concert as the doperate in concert as the dominant discourses in any given ominant discourses in any given ominant discourses in any given ominant discourses in any given 

historical period. He also identifies epistemic breahistorical period. He also identifies epistemic breahistorical period. He also identifies epistemic breahistorical period. He also identifies epistemic breakkkks, radical s, radical s, radical s, radical shifts in the varieties and shifts in the varieties and shifts in the varieties and shifts in the varieties and 

deployments of knowledge fordeployments of knowledge fordeployments of knowledge fordeployments of knowledge for    ideological purposes, ideological purposes, ideological purposes, ideological purposes, which take place from period to which take place from period to which take place from period to which take place from period to 

period"period"period"period"    

    

    ----    [from Wolfreys from Wolfreys from Wolfreys from Wolfreys ----    see General Resources belowsee General Resources belowsee General Resources belowsee General Resources below]. . . . the three axes constitutive the three axes constitutive the three axes constitutive the three axes constitutive 

of of of of subjectification, the other two subjectification, the other two subjectification, the other two subjectification, the other two "in the"in the"in the"in the    work of Michel Fouwork of Michel Fouwork of Michel Fouwork of Michel Foucault, power constitutes cault, power constitutes cault, power constitutes cault, power constitutes 

one of one of one of one of being ethics and trubeing ethics and trubeing ethics and trubeing ethics and truth. For Foucault, power implies th. For Foucault, power implies th. For Foucault, power implies th. For Foucault, power implies knowledge, even whiknowledge, even whiknowledge, even whiknowledge, even while le le le 

knowledge is, concomitantly, knowledge is, concomitantly, knowledge is, concomitantly, knowledge is, concomitantly, constitutive of power knoconstitutive of power knoconstitutive of power knoconstitutive of power knowledge gives one power, but wledge gives one power, but wledge gives one power, but wledge gives one power, but 

one one one one has the power in given circumhas the power in given circumhas the power in given circumhas the power in given circumstances to conststances to conststances to conststances to constitute bodies of itute bodies of itute bodies of itute bodies of knowledge, discourses knowledge, discourses knowledge, discourses knowledge, discourses 

and so oand so oand so oand so on as valid or invalid, truthful n as valid or invalid, truthful n as valid or invalid, truthful n as valid or invalid, truthful or untruthful. Power or untruthful. Power or untruthful. Power or untruthful. Power serves in making the world serves in making the world serves in making the world serves in making the world 

both both both both knowable and controllable. knowable and controllable. knowable and controllable. knowable and controllable. Yet, in the nature of power, as Yet, in the nature of power, as Yet, in the nature of power, as Yet, in the nature of power, as Foucault suggests in Foucault suggests in Foucault suggests in Foucault suggests in 

thethethethe    first volume of his History of first volume of his History of first volume of his History of first volume of his History of Sexuality,Sexuality,Sexuality,Sexuality,    is essentially pris essentially pris essentially pris essentially proscriptive, concerned more oscriptive, concerned more oscriptive, concerned more oscriptive, concerned more 

with with with with imposing limits on its subjectsimposing limits on its subjectsimposing limits on its subjectsimposing limits on its subjects    

    

    ----    [from Lois Tyson from Lois Tyson from Lois Tyson from Lois Tyson ----    see General see General see General see General Resources belowResources belowResources belowResources below]    ----    "new "new "new "new 

histhisthisthistoricism's claim that historical oricism's claim that historical oricism's claim that historical oricism's claim that historical analysis is unavoidably analysis is unavoidably analysis is unavoidably analysis is unavoidably subjective is not an attempt subjective is not an attempt subjective is not an attempt subjective is not an attempt 

to to to to legitimize a selflegitimize a selflegitimize a selflegitimize a self----indulgent,indulgent,indulgent,indulgent,    'anything goes'attitude toward 'anything goes'attitude toward 'anything goes'attitude toward 'anything goes'attitude toward the writing of history, the writing of history, the writing of history, the writing of history, 

RatherRatherRatherRather, the inevitability of personal , the inevitability of personal , the inevitability of personal , the inevitability of personal bias makes it imperative thbias makes it imperative thbias makes it imperative thbias makes it imperative that new historicists be at new historicists be at new historicists be at new historicists be 

aware of aware of aware of aware of and as forthright as possible aboutand as forthright as possible aboutand as forthright as possible aboutand as forthright as possible about    their otheir otheir otheir own psychological wn psychological wn psychological wn psychological and ideological and ideological and ideological and ideological 

positionpositionpositionpositions relative to the material they s relative to the material they s relative to the material they s relative to the material they analyze so that their reanalyze so that their reanalyze so that their reanalyze so that their readers can have some aders can have some aders can have some aders can have some 

idea of the idea of the idea of the idea of the human 'lens' through which human 'lens' through which human 'lens' through which human 'lens' through which they are viewing the historical they are viewing the historical they are viewing the historical they are viewing the historical issues at hand."issues at hand."issues at hand."issues at hand."    
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    ----    a term developed by Clia term developed by Clia term developed by Clia term developed by Clifford Gfford Gfford Gfford Geertz; eertz; eertz; eertz; [from Charles Bresslerfrom Charles Bresslerfrom Charles Bresslerfrom Charles Bressler. . . . see see see see 

General Resources belowGeneral Resources belowGeneral Resources belowGeneral Resources below]: a : a : a : a "term used to describe the "term used to describe the "term used to describe the "term used to describe the seemingly insignificant details seemingly insignificant details seemingly insignificant details seemingly insignificant details 

present in any cultural practice. By focusing onpresent in any cultural practice. By focusing onpresent in any cultural practice. By focusing onpresent in any cultural practice. By focusing on    these details.these details.these details.these details.    One can then reveal the One can then reveal the One can then reveal the One can then reveal the 

inherent contradictory forces atinherent contradictory forces atinherent contradictory forces atinherent contradictory forces at    work within cwork within cwork within cwork within culture."ulture."ulture."ulture."    

    

Reader Reader Reader Reader response theory may be traced initially toresponse theory may be traced initially toresponse theory may be traced initially toresponse theory may be traced initially to    theorists such as I. A. Richards theorists such as I. A. Richards theorists such as I. A. Richards theorists such as I. A. Richards 

(The Principles of Literary(The Principles of Literary(The Principles of Literary(The Principles of Literary    Criticism, Practical Criticism and How to Read a Page) orCriticism, Practical Criticism and How to Read a Page) orCriticism, Practical Criticism and How to Read a Page) orCriticism, Practical Criticism and How to Read a Page) or        

    

    ----    (L(L(L(Literature as Exploration or iterature as Exploration or iterature as Exploration or iterature as Exploration or thethethethe    Reader, the Text, the PoeReader, the Text, the PoeReader, the Text, the PoeReader, the Text, the Poem). m). m). m). 

For Rosenblatt and Richards For Rosenblatt and Richards For Rosenblatt and Richards For Rosenblatt and Richards the idea of a "correct" readithe idea of a "correct" readithe idea of a "correct" readithe idea of a "correct" readingngngng--------though difficult to attain though difficult to attain though difficult to attain though difficult to attain 

----    was always the goal of twas always the goal of twas always the goal of twas always the goal of the "educated" reader (armed, of he "educated" reader (armed, of he "educated" reader (armed, of he "educated" reader (armed, of course, with appropriate course, with appropriate course, with appropriate course, with appropriate 

aeaeaeaesthetic apparatus). Fosthetic apparatus). Fosthetic apparatus). Fosthetic apparatus). For Stanley r Stanley r Stanley r Stanley Fish (is There a Text in this Class?, SurprisedFish (is There a Text in this Class?, SurprisedFish (is There a Text in this Class?, SurprisedFish (is There a Text in this Class?, Surprised    by by by by 

Sin: The Sin: The Sin: The Sin: The Reader in "Paradise LostReader in "Paradise LostReader in "Paradise LostReader in "Paradise Lost" and Self" and Self" and Self" and Self----Consuming Consuming Consuming Consuming ArtefactsArtefactsArtefactsArtefacts: : : : The Experience of The Experience of The Experience of The Experience of 

the Sthe Sthe Sthe Seventeenth Century Reader), the eventeenth Century Reader), the eventeenth Century Reader), the eventeenth Century Reader), the reader's ability to understand a reader's ability to understand a reader's ability to understand a reader's ability to understand a text is also text is also text is also text is also 

subject a reader's subject a reader's subject a reader's subject a reader's particularparticularparticularparticular    "interpretive co"interpretive co"interpretive co"interpretive community." To simplify, a reader mmunity." To simplify, a reader mmunity." To simplify, a reader mmunity." To simplify, a reader brings brings brings brings 

certain asscertain asscertain asscertain assumptions to a text based on the umptions to a text based on the umptions to a text based on the umptions to a text based on the interpretive strategies he/interpretive strategies he/interpretive strategies he/interpretive strategies he/she has learned she has learned she has learned she has learned 

in a particular in a particular in a particular in a particular interpretive communinterpretive communinterpretive communinterpretive community. For Fish, the interpretive ity. For Fish, the interpretive ity. For Fish, the interpretive ity. For Fish, the interpretive community serves community serves community serves community serves 

somewhasomewhasomewhasomewhat to "police" readings t to "police" readings t to "police" readings t to "police" readings and thus and thus and thus and thus prohibit outlandish interpretations, In contrasprohibit outlandish interpretations, In contrasprohibit outlandish interpretations, In contrasprohibit outlandish interpretations, In contrast t t t 

Wolfgang Wolfgang Wolfgang Wolfgang iser argued that the reading piser argued that the reading piser argued that the reading piser argued that the reading process is always subjective. In rocess is always subjective. In rocess is always subjective. In rocess is always subjective. In The Implied The Implied The Implied The Implied 

Reader, IseReader, IseReader, IseReader, Iser sees reading as a dialectical r sees reading as a dialectical r sees reading as a dialectical r sees reading as a dialectical process between the rprocess between the rprocess between the rprocess between the reader and text. For eader and text. For eader and text. For eader and text. For 

HansHansHansHans----Robert Robert Robert Robert Jauss, Jauss, Jauss, Jauss, however (Towardhowever (Towardhowever (Towardhowever (Toward    an Aesthetic of Reception, and an Aesthetic of Reception, and an Aesthetic of Reception, and an Aesthetic of Reception, and Aesthetic Aesthetic Aesthetic Aesthetic 

ExperienceExperienceExperienceExperience    and Literary Hermeneutics), a and Literary Hermeneutics), a and Literary Hermeneutics), a and Literary Hermeneutics), a reader's aesthetic experiereader's aesthetic experiereader's aesthetic experiereader's aesthetic experience is always bound nce is always bound nce is always bound nce is always bound 

by time and by time and by time and by time and historical determinantshistorical determinantshistorical determinantshistorical determinants....    

    

    ----    Horizons of expectations Horizons of expectations Horizons of expectations Horizons of expectations ----    a term developed by Hans Robert Jaua term developed by Hans Robert Jaua term developed by Hans Robert Jaua term developed by Hans Robert Jauss ss ss ss 

to explain how a reader's expectations" or frame of reference is based on the reader's to explain how a reader's expectations" or frame of reference is based on the reader's to explain how a reader's expectations" or frame of reference is based on the reader's to explain how a reader's expectations" or frame of reference is based on the reader's 

past experience ofpast experience ofpast experience ofpast experience of    literature and what preconceived notions about literature the reader literature and what preconceived notions about literature the reader literature and what preconceived notions about literature the reader literature and what preconceived notions about literature the reader 

possesses (i.e., a reader's aesthetic experience ispossesses (i.e., a reader's aesthetic experience ispossesses (i.e., a reader's aesthetic experience ispossesses (i.e., a reader's aesthetic experience is    bourxi by time and historibourxi by time and historibourxi by time and historibourxi by time and historical cal cal cal 

determinants). Jauss also contended that for a work to be considered a classic it determinants). Jauss also contended that for a work to be considered a classic it determinants). Jauss also contended that for a work to be considered a classic it determinants). Jauss also contended that for a work to be considered a classic it 

needed to exceed a reader's horizons of expectations. Implied reader needed to exceed a reader's horizons of expectations. Implied reader needed to exceed a reader's horizons of expectations. Implied reader needed to exceed a reader's horizons of expectations. Implied reader ----    a term developed a term developed a term developed a term developed 

by Wolfgang Iser; the implied reader by Wolfgang Iser; the implied reader by Wolfgang Iser; the implied reader by Wolfgang Iser; the implied reader [somewhat akin to an "ideal reader"somewhat akin to an "ideal reader"somewhat akin to an "ideal reader"somewhat akin to an "ideal reader"]    is’s is’s is’s is’s 

hyphyphyphypothetical reader of a text. The implied reader othetical reader of a text. The implied reader othetical reader of a text. The implied reader othetical reader of a text. The implied reader [according to Iseraccording to Iseraccording to Iseraccording to Iser]    "embodies all "embodies all "embodies all "embodies all 

those predispositions necessary for a literary work to exercise its effect those predispositions necessary for a literary work to exercise its effect those predispositions necessary for a literary work to exercise its effect those predispositions necessary for a literary work to exercise its effect ----    
predispositions laid down, not by an empirical outside reality, but by the text predispositions laid down, not by an empirical outside reality, but by the text predispositions laid down, not by an empirical outside reality, but by the text predispositions laid down, not by an empirical outside reality, but by the text iiiitself. tself. tself. tself. 

ConsequentConsequentConsequentConsequently, the implied reader as a concept has hisly, the implied reader as a concept has hisly, the implied reader as a concept has hisly, the implied reader as a concept has his    roots firmly planted in theroots firmly planted in theroots firmly planted in theroots firmly planted in the    

structure of the test, he is a structure of the test, he is a structure of the test, he is a structure of the test, he is a construct and in no wayconstruct and in no wayconstruct and in no wayconstruct and in no way    to be identified with any real to be identified with any real to be identified with any real to be identified with any real 

reader" (Greig: E.reader" (Greig: E.reader" (Greig: E.reader" (Greig: E.    Henderam and Christopher Brown Gineary of Literary Theory) Henderam and Christopher Brown Gineary of Literary Theory) Henderam and Christopher Brown Gineary of Literary Theory) Henderam and Christopher Brown Gineary of Literary Theory) 

Interpretive communiInterpretive communiInterpretive communiInterpretive communities ties ties ties ----    a concept, aa concept, aa concept, aa concept, articulated by rticulated by rticulated by rticulated by Stanley Fish, that Stanley Fish, that Stanley Fish, that Stanley Fish, that readers within readers within readers within readers within 

an 'interpretive an 'interpretive an 'interpretive an 'interpretive community" sharecommunity" sharecommunity" sharecommunity" share    reading strategies, values and reading strategies, values and reading strategies, values and reading strategies, values and interpretivinterpretivinterpretivinterpretive e e e 

assumptions (Barbara MeManos) assumptions (Barbara MeManos) assumptions (Barbara MeManos) assumptions (Barbara MeManos) Transactional analysis Transactional analysis Transactional analysis Transactional analysis ----    a concept developed by Louisea concept developed by Louisea concept developed by Louisea concept developed by Louise    

Rosenblatt Rosenblatt Rosenblatt Rosenblatt asserting, that meaning is produced in aasserting, that meaning is produced in aasserting, that meaning is produced in aasserting, that meaning is produced in a    transaction of a reader with a transaction of a reader with a transaction of a reader with a transaction of a reader with a 
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